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ABSTRACT
Predictive control of alloy processing requires an accurate knowledge of the thermodynamic
and the kinetic information of the system for microstructure simulation. Phenomena such
as solute segregation or growth of precipitates occur regularly during alloy processing which
involves transport or diffusion of solutes. We investigate interstitial and vacancy-mediated
solute transport in the hexagonal close-packed Mg. We utilize density functional theory cal-
culations to determine the energies of interstitials and solute-vacancy configurations, which
inform our diffusion model. The diffusion of light elemental solutes B, C, N, and O is investi-
gated by determining their stable interstitial sites and the interpenetrating network formed
by these sites. We employ the elastodiffusion tensor to determine the effect of strains on dif-
fusion and find that B, C, and N diffusivity increases with volumetric crystal expansion, while
O diffusivity decreases. The vacancy-mediated solute diffusion requires the jump network of
vacancy near and away from the solute but the existing diffusion models oversimplify this
jump network, severely affecting the accuracy of the transport coefficients. We identify all
the symmetry-unique vacancy jumps in the Mg lattice and use our Green function approach
to generate the transport database for 61 solutes. Our predictions of solute diffusion coeffi-
cients agree well with the available experimental measurements. We also study drag ratios
which quantify the drag of solutes by vacancies, and the ring network topologies elucidate
their mechanisms. We develop a Bayesian framework to quantify uncertainties in transport
coefficients and use it to study uncertainties in transport coefficients due to approximate
treatment of electronic exchange and correlation in DFT computed energies.
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1.1 Magnesium alloys and their challenges
Mg alloys interact with the surrounding gaseous atmosphere during their application which
can lead to the penetration of light impurity elements. These impurities can also get intro-
duced due to interaction with reactive gases during heat treatment, leading to the formation
of oxide layers on the surface or precipitates at grain boundaries which can be detrimental
to strength [1, 2]. Experiments have shown that O, C, and N can react with Mg to form
oxides, carbides, and nitrides [2]. Boron is used for Fe removal during Mg processing [2], but
a small amount of B may be retained as an impurity. The penetration of these impurities
into bulk is governed by thermally activated processes and a detailed study of their diffusion
mechanisms can provide insights that may help to mitigate impurities.
Magnesium and its alloys have found increased application in the automotive industry
due to their higher strength-to-weight ratio than steel and aluminum alloys, which reduces
vehicle weight leading to an increase in fuel efficiency [2–4]. For such applications, magne-
sium is alloyed with several solutes to obtain a good balance between ductility and yield
strength [5], as shown in Fig. 1.1. The common alloying solutes Al and Zn are added in Mg
for precipitation hardening [6–9] and the lanthanides are added in dilute quantities to ran-
domize the grain structure leading to improved ductility [10–12]. So, the addition of solutes
is a primary strategy to develop advanced Mg alloys. An Integrated computational mate-
rials engineering approach can help to accelerate the design of alloys [13–15] which require
accurate kinetic and thermodynamic data to simulate microstructure evolution. Transport
1
coefficients are fundamental inputs for models at the length and time scales of microstruc-
ture evolution. Therefore, a database of solute transport in Mg is crucial for designing new
Mg alloys and to understand material behavior during fabrication and processing.
Figure 1.1: Tensile yield strength versus elongation at failure for various magnesium alloys.
Common alloying solutes that lead to precipitation hardening in Mg include Al, Zn, and Sn.
This figure is reproduced from the reference [5].
1.2 Diffusion in Mg
Diffusion in crystals is a fundamental defect-driven process leading to transport of solutes via
interstitial- or vacancy-mediated mechanisms [16]. Diffusion controls a variety of phenomena
in materials including ion transport, irradiation-induced degradation of materials, recrystal-
lization, and the formation and growth of precipitates [17]. In case of hexagonal close-packed
(hcp) Mg, diffusion may be anisotropic with a different basal plane (0001 plane) and c-axis
(orthogonal to basal plane) transport coefficients. There have been few theoretical studies of
light-element diffusion through the interstitial mechanism in hcp metals. Wu et al. studied
O diffusion in multiple hcp metals including Mg [18, 19] and Hara et al. studied O and N
diffusion in α-Hf [20]. They modeled the diffusion of O and N through the networks formed
by interstitial sites. However, a theoretical or experimental study of interstitial diffusion of
B, C, and N in Mg is absent except for the limited experimental data for C diffusion [21].
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The diffusion coefficients of only 20 solutes in the Mg matrix have been experimentally
measured over a limited temperature range due to the challenges associated with measure-
ment techniques [22–38]. Most of these measurements are done using radioactive or stable
enriched tracers with concentration or activity profiles obtained through residual activity,
SIMS analysis or serial sectioning methods. Diffusion coefficients are extracted from these
measurements through the concentration profile of the solute, assuming an equilibrium con-
centration of vacancies, which can be difficult to achieve experimentally. Additionally, these
experiments are tedious, costly and rely on the availability of a stable isotope for the solute.
Measurements for Be [30] and Ca [35] have been performed using solid-solid diffusion cou-
ples and recently developed liquid-solid diffusion couples, respectively, which are non-tracer
techniques. However, the solid-solid diffusion couple method is limited to solutes with ap-
preciable solubility in Mg. It is also difficult to obtain low-temperature diffusion data from
experiments especially for slow diffusers, and extrapolating high-temperature measurements
to low temperature may not be accurate. The processing of Mg alloys involves a range of tem-
peratures: from cold rolling at room temperature [39] to extrusion at high temperatures [12],
so a diffusion database in a broad range of temperature is essential.
Diffusion modeling coupled with ab initio data is a promising strategy to obtain vacancy-
mediated solute transport coefficients over a broad temperature range, but previous studies
[40–43] used oversimplified diffusion models. For example, various density functional theory
(DFT)-based diffusion studies for the hcp Mg suffer from uncontrolled approximations in the
8-frequency diffusion model [44–46], leading to an inaccurate description of solute transport.
Zhou et al. [42] and Wu et al. [43] developed databases for solute diffusion coefficients
using the 8-frequency model which reduces 15 different vacancy transition states into seven
vacancy transition states leading to approximate calculations of correlation factors which
has a significant effect on solute transport.
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1.3 Computational approach
1.3.1 Density functional theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is used to compute the energy landscape—energy minima
and saddle points connecting those minima—of a defect in the Mg lattice. Generally, we are
interested in the total energy of the system and its variation with respect to atomic positions
which requires solving the Schrödinger equation for a many-electron system. Solving the
Schrödinger equation for a many-electron system is infeasible, but the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem [47] states that the ground state energy from Schrödinger equation is a unique
functional of the electron density. This theorem reduces the problem of 3N dimension where
N is the number of electrons in the system to 3 dimensions but doesn’t tell us how to compute
the electron density. Kohn and Sham [48] proposed a way to compute this ground state
electron density by replacing the many-electron interacting system in an external potential
to the system of non-interacting electrons in an effective potential. This effective potential
contains the Coulomb interaction of non-interacting electrons and an exchange-correlation
potential accounting for all the many-electron effects. The single-electron wave functions
are obtained by solving this modified system self-consistently, starting with a trial electron
density. The new electron density is determined from the single-electron wave functions and
a converged electron density is used to compute the total energy, forces, and stress in the
system. So, DFT is an ab initio method requiring only the positions of atoms and their
chemical identities, generally simulated in a periodic cell to mimic a bulk crystal.
The nudged elastic band method(NEB) [49] is used to determine the transition state
(saddle point) between two metastable states. The NEB method interpolates the atomic
positions between two metastable states known as image(s), as a starting guess. These im-
age(s) are relaxed using DFT framework to find the minimum energy pathways between two
metastable states. Regular NEB requires interpolation over the minimum energy pathway to
find the saddle state energy, which is prone to interpolation error. We use climbing nudged
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elastic band method with one intermediate image, where the image is made to climb up the
elastic band to converge on the saddle point [50]. Harmonic transition state theory is used
to determine the jumping rate of an interstitial solute or a substitutional solute [51].
The DFT calculations are not exact due to approximations inherent in the theory as well
as those required for numerical implementation of the calculations. The exchange-correlation
(XC) potential is an approximation in the DFT framework and there are various types of
XC functional available in the literature depending on the first and higher-order of electron
density. The local density approximation (LDA) [52] XC functional utilizes the information
of electron density in the space to compute the exchange and correlation energies. The
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals utilize gradient of the electron density
in addition to the local values of the density and have various parametric forms—Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [53], PerdewWang-91 (PW91) [54], and PBE for solids (PBEsol)
[55]. The meta-GGA XC functional includes the Laplacian of the electron density in addition
to density and its gradient, one such functional is strongly constrained and appropriately
normed (SCAN) [56]. Having these many ways to treat exchange and correlation of electrons
within the DFT framework produces uncertainty in the energy of a system which needs to
be accounted for when utilizing such energies for higher-scale modeling, including diffusion.
The periodic boundary condition PBC is utilized due to the limitation on system size in
DFT calculation for computational efficiency. Due to PBC, the long-range elastic fields of a
defect can interact with the defect itself and these spurious interactions may lead to incorrect
energies which also need to be accounted when utilizing DFT energies.
1.3.2 Diffusion model
A near-equilibrium thermodynamics approach is used to calculate the solute diffusivity by
finding a steady state solution for the system in equilibrium with a small perturbation in
the chemical potential gradient of the solute [57, 58]. This approach is applicable for both
interstitial and vacancy-mediated solute diffusion. The probability of system evolution is
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given by a master equation which contains the probability of all the configurations and the
transition rates between them. Transport coefficients are derived by applying the conditions
of equilibrium to the system’s probability distribution along with mass conservation. The
pseudo-inverse of the rate matrix is required which is computed exactly by using the Green
function (GF) approach. In case of vacancy-mediated transport, the GF approach samples
all possible trajectories for a vacancy; this is akin to performing the ideal kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) calculation that exactly samples all possible configurations, and runs all trajectories
to infinite length. Mathematically, this requires the pseudo-inverse of the infinite transition
rate matrix, which is the Green function in the dilute limit of solute. Previous computational
approaches such as the 8-frequency [44–46] and 13-frequency models [51] make the same
assumption about the dilute limit, but then impose additional approximations on the form
of the rate matrix; our computational approach, as implemented [59], requires no additional
assumptions about the form of the rate matrix.
1.4 Research scope
The following work develop a systematic framework of mass transport in magnesium. This
work touches upon three major areas: interstitial diffusion of light elements, systematic study
of vacancy mediated transport of solutes across the periodic table, and the uncertainty quan-
tification of solute transport coefficients. Chapter 2 discusses the interstitial diffusion of B,
C, N, and O in Mg and the affect of strain on their diffusivity. It lays out the DFT computed
stable interstitial sites and migration barriers which inform the analytical diffusion model.
It also discusses the elastodiffusion tensor which models the changes in migration barriers
and jump vectors to study the affect of strain on diffusion. Chapter 3 discusses the vacancy
mediated transport of 61 solutes in a Mg matrix using the Green function approach—an ex-
act theory of diffusion—with thermodynamic data computed from DFT. The GF approach
accounts for all the symmetrically different vacancy jumps near the solute compared to the
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simpler diffusion models—8- and 13-frequency models. Comparison of diffusion coefficients
and drag ratios of the solutes computed using the GF approach and, 8- and 13-frequency
models highlights the affect of uncontrolled approximations in oversimplified diffusion mod-
els. The systematic study across the periodic table provides the trends in solute diffusivity
and their correlation with the size of solute. Chapter 4 presents the Bayesian framework to
estimate variance on solute transport coefficients given the uncertainties in diffusion model
parameters. We apply this framework to compute the uncertainties in solute transport
database due to the approximations in DFT computed energies. Chapter 5 summarizes our







We analyze the diffusion of light elements—B, C, N and O in the dilute limit in hcp Mg
using DFT calculations to inform an analytical diffusion model [57, 59]. We also study the
affect of strain on the diffusivities. Section 2.2 details the DFT parameters used to determine
the energetics of interstitial sites and the migration barriers between them. It also lays out
the methodology to obtain inputs for the diffusion model: probabilities of occupying sites,
and the transition rates between these sites. Section 2.3 and 2.4 lay out the interstitial
sites and the interstitial jump network in Mg, respectively. Section 2.5 details the analytical
expressions for interstitial diffusion in hcp crystals and apply them to diffusion of B, C,
N and O in Mg. We find that the O diffusion is isotropic while B, C, and N diffusion is
anisotropic. Section 2.6 discusses the elastic dipole tensors of solutes at interstitial sites and
transition states, which determine the changes in the transition energetics of solutes due to
small strains. Section 2.7 defines the elastodiffusion tensor [57, 60–62], which quantifies the
effect of small strains on diffusivity and discusses the sign inversion behavior of elastodiffusion
components with temperature. We find that the activation volume of O diffusion is negative
which leads to an increase in O diffusion under hydrostatic pressure. We also find that




We perform the DFT calculations using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package vasp [63]
which is based on plane wave basis sets. The projector-augmented wave psuedopotentials [64]
generated by Kresse [65] describe the nuclei and the valence electrons of solutes and Mg
atoms. The solute atoms B, C, N, and O are described by [He] core with 3, 4, 5 and 6
valence electrons respectively. We use the [Ne] core with 2 valence electrons for Mg instead
of the [Be] core with 8 valence electrons because the energies computed using either choice
of pseudopotential differ by less than 20 meV. Electron exchange and correlation are treated
using the PBE [53] generalized gradient approximation. We use a 4 × 4 × 3 (96 atoms)
supercell of Mg atoms with a 6×6×6 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh to sample the Brillouin
zone. Methfessel-Paxton smearing [66] is used with energy width of 0.25 eV to integrate
the density of states; the k-point density and smearing width is based on the convergence
of the DOS compared with tetrahedron integration. A plane wave energy cutoff of 500
eV is required to give an energy convergence of less than 1 meV/atom. All the atoms are
relaxed using a conjugate gradient method until each force is less than 5 meV/Å. The Mg
unit cell has a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure with DFT calculated lattice
parameters of a = 3.189 Å and c/a ratio of 1.627 which agree well with values reported from
experiments, a = 3.19 Å and c/a = 1.62 [67].
We use DFT to calculate the energy of solutes at various sites and use the climbing-
image nudged elastic band (CNEB) [50] method to locate the transition states between the
sites. The site (or solution) energy Eα of a solute X at an interstitial site α is the difference
between the energy of a Mg supercell containing solute X at site α, E(Mg96 + X
α
1 ), and the
energy of a pure Mg supercell, E(Mg96),
Eα = E(Mg96 + X
α
1 )− E(Mg96). (2.1)
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We also determine the site energy for a solute X as a substitutional defect, Esub,








1 ) is the energy of supercell where one of the Mg atoms is substituted by
a solute atom X. Both the interstitial site energy Eα and the substitutional site energy Esub
for solute X are referenced to its elemental state. The energy differences ∆E = Eα − Esub
for the solutes B, C, N and O are –1.48, –3.23, –4.34 and –4.19 eV, where α is the interstitial
site with the lowest energy, and is independent of the reference state for the solutes. Since,
the energies of interstitial sites are lower than the substitutional site, these solutes are likely
to diffuse through networks of interstitial sites. We use CNEB with one image [50] to locate
the transition state between two interstitial sites. Similar to Eq. 2.1, the energy Eα-β of the
transition state between site α to site β is referenced to the elemental state of X
Eα-β = Eα-β(Mg96 + X1)− E(Mg96) (2.3)
where Eα-β(Mg96 + X1) is the energy at the transition state obtained from a CNEB calcula-
tion. We report the interstitial site energies and the transition state energies relative to the
interstitial site with the lowest energy, which is independent of the reference state for the
solutes.
We calculate the occupation probabilities at interstitial sites and transition rates for dif-
fusion pathways from DFT-computed site energies, transition state energies, and vibrational
frequencies. The probability ρα of a solute occupying a particular site α at temperature T
is
ρα =
ν∗α · exp(−Eα/kBT )∑
β ν
∗
β · exp(−Eβ/kBT )
, (2.4)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, in the denominator is the normalization constant
summed over all the interstitial sites in the unit cell and ν∗α is the site prefactor proportional
10






This expression ignores interstitial-interstitial interaction, and is exact in the dilute con-
centration limit. We compute the vibrational frequencies of a state using the one atom
approximation by diagonalizing the dynamical matrices corresponding to the interstitial
atom.1 The dynamical matrices are obtained from the forces induced on interstitial atoms
by small displacements (±0.01 Å) from their equilibrium positions, while keeping the other
atoms fixed. From transition state theory, the rate λα-β for a solute to transition from site
α to site β at temperature T is
λα-β = ν
∗
α-β · exp(−(Eα-β − Eα)/kBT ). (2.6)
The attempt frequency ν∗α-β for the α to β transition is calculated using the Vineyard ex-
pression [68], which is the product of vibrational frequencies να,p at the initial site α divided






At equilibrium, the transition between site α and site β obeys detailed balance
ρα · λα-β = ρβ · λβ-α. (2.8)
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Figure 2.1: Positions of interstitial sites in the unit cell of hcp Mg. The octahedral (o,
orange), tetrahedral (t, red), hexahedral (h, blue), distorted hexahedral (dh, cyan), and
crowdion (c, yellow) interstitial sites are shown relative to host Mg atoms (Mg, white). In
an hcp unit cell, there are two o, two h, four t, six c and six dh sites. The transitions
between stable interstitial sites determine the possible diffusion pathways. The unit cell
vectors a1 and a2 form the basal plane (0001) and the vector c (also referred as the c-axis )
is perpendicular to it.
2.3 Interstitial sites in Mg
Figure 2.1 shows the newly found distorted hexahedral dh site in Mg along with the other
interstitial sites (h, t, c, o) which have been discussed previously for O in α-Ti [18]. The dh
site is stable for B and C and is located between two nearest Mg atoms in the basal plane
with a displacement of 0.17 Å for B and 0.40 Å for C towards the nearest hexahedral h
site. The h site has three basal Mg neighbors and two other Mg neighbors located directly
above and below it, which are further away. The four-atom coordinated tetrahedral t site
is stable for O and lies 0.65 Å along the c direction from a basal plane containing three of
its Mg neighbors. The six-atom coordinated octahedral o site is stable for all four solutes.
The six-atom coordinated non-basal crowdion c with lower symmetry than o site has two
nearest neighboring Mg atoms lying in adjacent basal planes which get displaced away from
the c site while the other four neighbors lying further apart get displaced towards the c site
on relaxation. The c site is stable for C and N but unstable for B and O.
1This approximation introduces at most a 40% error in the attempt frequencies; the error is estimated
by comparing with a large Mg supercell using bulk force constants, and introducing the interstitial-Mg force
constants from the finite displacement calculations.
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2.4 Interstitial jump network in Mg
o-o(c) h-c o-ho-o(b), o-c
t-t, t-o o-dh, dh-h o-dh, dh-dh
Figure 2.2: Interstitial sites and site-to-site connectivity in hcp crystals. Connections be-
tween two neighboring sites form diffusion pathways which are shown as lines colored corre-
sponding to the colors of the interstitial sites. For example, o-o(c) and o-o(b) are octahedral
site-to-octahedral site diffusion pathways along the c-axis and in the basal plane of hcp
Mg, respectively. The diffusion pathways shown in the top row are un-correlated, while
correlated diffusion pathways are shown in the bottom row. These correlated pathways are
the combined connections formed among o and t sites, o, dh and h sites, and o and dh
sites. In the last two figures of the bottom row, the c-axis is tilted and the cell is rotated
counter-clockwise around the c-axis for better visibility of connections and sites.
Figure 2.2 shows the possible diffusion networks between interstitial sites for hcp systems,
which are inputs to our diffusion model [57,59]. A solute at a o site can jump to the following
neighboring sites: two o sites lying above and below along the c-axis with transition rate
λo-o(c); six o sites lying in the same basal plane with λo-o(b) in cases where the c site is unstable
; six neighboring c sites with λo-c; six h sites with λo-h; six t sites with λo-t and six dh sites
with λo-dh. A solute at an h site can jump to: six o sites with λh-o; six c sites with λh-c and



























































Figure 2.3: Energetics of stable sites and the transition states between them, relative to
the lowest-energy interstitial site for B, C, N, and O solutes in Mg. Interstitial sites are
marked on the horizontal axis, and their relative site energies are shown in bold below the
thick horizontal baselines. Thin lines from one site to another (or the same) site denote
transitions, and the associated number is the energy at the transition state between those
two sites. For example, in the case of B, the o site is the lowest energy site and the energy of
the metastable dh site relative to it is 0.90 eV. Thin lines starting and ending from the thick
baseline of o denotes the o-o transition. The associated transition state energies in eV are
1.08(c) for the transition along the c-axis and 0.73(b) for the transition in the basal plane.
which lie in adjacent basal planes and also between two o sites in the same basal plane. A
solute from a c site can jump to those neighboring o and h sites with λc-o and λc-h. A solute
at a t site can jump to three neighboring o sites which are all lying either above or below
the t site with λt-o, and to one neighboring t site lying either above or below with λt-t. A
solute at a dh site can jump to one neighboring h site with λdh-h and to two nearest dh sites
in the same basal plane with λdh-dh.
Figure 2.3 shows the energies for the interstitial sites and the transition states of active
diffusion pathways for all four solutes. Active diffusion pathways for a solute are determined
by its set of stable sites. The set of stable sites for B is {o, dh}, for C it is {o, h, c, dh}, for
N it is {o, h, c} and for O it is {o, t}. All DFT energies are relative to the lowest-energy site
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Table 2.1: Analytical expressions for interstitial solute diffusivity in the basal plane (Db)
and along the c-axis (Dc) through the network formed by interstitial sites in the hcp crystal.
These expressions are functions of transition rates (λ) between interstitial sites and the
occupation probability of each type of interstitial site. The occupation probability of each
type of site is the product of ρ (from Eq. 2.4) and its multiplicity in the unit cell. The
occupation probability for any o, h, t,, dh and c site is 2ρo, 2ρh, 4ρt, 6ρdh and 6ρc, respectively.
These analytical expressions for diffusivity are valid for any interstitial solute diffusing in
an hcp crystal with lattice parameters a and c and having a set of stable interstitial sites
corresponding with that network for a Markovian diffusion process.























































which is the ground state.2 The o site is the ground state for B, C, and N, while the t site is
the ground state for O. The transition between two sites is shown as a line connection and
the associated value is the transition state energy. For example, in the case of O, t is the
ground state and o is metastable with energy 0.21 eV. The active diffusion pathways for O
(refer to Fig. 2.2) are o-o, t-t (both along the c-axis), and t-o with transition state energies
of 1.01, 0.09 and 0.7 eV respectively. Since there is no direct o-o (b) jump in the basal
plane—which would pass through the unstable c site—basal diffusion occurs by combining
o-t and t-o jumps.
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2.5 Analytical expression of interstitial diffusion and
results
Table 2.1 lists analytical expressions for diffusivity based on the active diffusion pathways
formed by the stable sites, in terms of occupation probabilities and transition rates. We
follow the approach of near-equilibrium thermodynamics to calculate the diffusivity D by
finding a steady state solution for the system in equilibrium distribution with a small pertur-
bation in the chemical potential gradient of the solute [57]. The derived analytical expres-
sions for solute diffusivity are made up of bare mobilities and correlation effects. Table 2.1
lists the term-by-term contributions to the basal diffusivity Db and the c-axis diffusivity Dc
from each type of transition. The bare mobility terms have the form of a site probability
multiplied by a transition rate. The correlation effects are present in dh-o, dh-dh and dh-h
transitions which contribute to the basal diffusivity as well as in t-o and t-t transitions which
contribute to the c-axis diffusivity. Each of these networks show correlation as the jumps
from particular sites (dh and t) are unbalanced : the sum
∑
β λα-βδxα−β 6= 0 for displace-
ments δxα−β from site α to β. This leads to a correlated random walk where, for example, if
an interstitial is in a tetrahedral site with a low t-t barrier it is very likely to be in that same
tetrahedral site after two jumps; hence, a large (anti)correlation between the displacement
vector in subsequent jumps. The analytical expressions are applicable in any hcp crystal for
any solute having a set of interstitial sites corresponding to that network for a Markovian
diffusion process. Our expression for the set of sites {o, h, c} agrees with the expression
for O diffusing in α-Ti [18]. In the case of t-t jumps which tend to have low barriers, the
assumption of “independent” tetrahedral sites becomes invalid; instead, the pair is similar
to a superbasin which thermalizes rapidly, and the λt-t disappears from the diffusivity as
λt-t → ∞. The site energies and site prefactors, as well as the attempt frequencies and
2Following Varvenne et al. [69], we can estimate the finite-size error from using a 4× 4× 3 cell from the
elastic dipoles (c.f., Table 2.3) and elastic constants. The largest (estimated) error in site energies—relative
to the ground state—are 80 meV for B (dh), 60 meV for C (dh), 20 meV for N (h), and 3 meV for O (t).
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Figure 2.4: Analytical results for diffusivities in the basal plane (DXb ) and along the c-axis
(DXc ) of Mg for interstitial solute X = B, C, N and O. Diffusion of O is isotropic while diffusion
of B and C is slower along the c-axis than in the basal plane and diffusion of N is faster along
the c-axis than in the basal plane. The analytical expressions listed in Table 2.1 are employed
to compute the variation of diffusivity with temperature. Also shown is the diffusivity of C
(DCExperiment), determined experimentally by Zotov et.al [21] at four temperatures between
773–873K.
transition state energies of all the transitions for B, C, N, and O, is available in tabular
form [70].
Figure 2.4 shows that O diffuses isotropically while B, C, and N diffuse anisotropically. B
and C diffuse faster in the basal plane than along the c-axis while N diffuses faster along the
c-axis than in the basal plane. The analytical expressions in Table 2.1 give the diffusivity
as a function of temperature. For all temperatures from 300K to 923K (the melting point




b ≈ DCb and the






c . Zotov et.al [21] measured the diffusivity
of C experimentally in the temperature range of 773–873K (500–600◦C) and our results
overestimate their measured diffusivity by a factor of 10–80. With only the single experiment
for comparison, it is difficult to assess the source of the discrepancy.
Table 2.2 lists the activation energies and diffusivity prefactors obtained from Arrhenius
fits to the diffusivity plots (Fig. 2.4). For each solute, the comparison between the activation
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Table 2.2: The Arrhenius fitting parameters for basal (DXb ) and c-axis (D
X
c ) diffusivities
through active networks of sites for interstitial solute X = B, C, N, and O. The diffusivities
vary with temperature according to the Arrhenius model D = D0 · exp(−Q/kBT ), where D0
is the diffusivity prefactor, Q is the activation energy of diffusion, T is temperature in K,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The comparison of energy barriers from Fig. 2.3 to the
activation energy Q gives the dominant transition.




2s−1) Q (eV) D0 (m
2s−1) Q (eV)
B o, dh 2.52×10−6 0.74 1.83×10−6 0.90
C o, h, dh, c 2.07×10−6 1.07 1.38×10−6 1.11
N o, h, c 1.42×10−6 1.05 1.58×10−6 1.04
O o, t 0.49×10−6 0.69 0.52×10−6 0.69
energy for diffusion Q and the migration energies of individual transitions (see Fig. 2.3)
indicates the dominant type of transition that contributes most to diffusion. In the case of
O, the migration energy of t-o transition is 0.70 eV which is close to the activation energy of
0.69 eV, so this transition contributes more than the other transitions to both diffusivities.
Similarly, o-o basal and o-c transitions dominate for basal diffusion of B and C, respectively,
while o-dh transitions dominate for c-axis diffusion of both these solutes. However, for N,
all transitions except o-o along c axis have similar energies, so it is likely that more than one
transition type contributes to both diffusivities.
2.6 Elastic dipole tensor
The elastic dipole tensor quantifies the elastic interaction energy between an external strain
field and the point defect in the small strain limit. The dipole tensor is equal to the negative
derivative of elastic energy E with respect to strain ε. The elastic dipole components Pij are
computed from the stress tensor σ after relaxing the ions while keeping the supercell shape






The elastic dipole tensor determines the change in site energies and transition state ener-
gies of interstitial solutes due to small strain. The site energy Eα(s)(ε) of α with orientation





where Eα(0) is the site energy of α in the unstrained cell and Pα(s),ij are the elastic dipole
components of site α with orientation s. In the infinitesimal strain limit, the sites and
network topology remains unchanged; with larger finite strains, sites may become unstable
or change the network topology, which requires a new analysis of network. The vector s
distinguishes the multiple sites of the same type which are present in an hcp unit cell. The
orientation of c site is defined as the vector connecting it to the nearest o site and the
orientation of dh site is defined as the vector connecting it to the nearest h site. In a hcp
unit cell (see Fig. 2.1), there are two o, two h, four t, six c and six dh sites. In an unstrained
cell, multiple sites of the same type have the same energy. However, strain can cause these
sites to become nonequivalent in energy depending on their elastic dipole tensor which may
depend on their site orientation. The dipoles for o, h, and t sites are independent of their
orientation vector while the dipole for c and dh sites depend on their orientation vector.
Similarly, the transition state energy Evα(s)-β(s′)(ε) for site α of orientation s to site β of





where v is the vector from site α to β, Eα-β(0) is the v-independent transition state energy
in the unstrained cell and P vα(s)-β(s′),ij are the elastic dipole components at the transition
state corresponding to v. As discussed previously in Fig. 2.2, there are multiple transitions
of the same type distinguished through their transition vectors v. In a strained cell, these
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Table 2.3: Elastic dipole tensors P at representative interstitial sites for B, C, N, and O in
Mg. The symmetric elastic dipole tensor is diagonal along three principal axes e1, e2, and
e3 and has units of eV. For c and dh sites, the dipole tensors and their axes depend on the
orientations s of the sites with respect to the nearest o and h sites, respectively, whereas the
dipole tensors for o, t and h sites are independent of orientation. The possible orientations
of dh sites with respect to an h site are [1100], [1010] and [0110], and the orientations of c
sites with respect to an o site are [2110], [1120] and [1210]. Here the dipole tensor of each
type of site is given for one representative s, and other tensors with different s are obtained
by applying the appropriate point group operations on the representative dipole tensor.
Solute Site Orientation (s) P11 P22 P33 e1 e2 e3
B o any 2.38 2.38 2.55 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
dh [1100] 11.03 0.04 −0.49 [1120] [1100] [0001]
C o any 1.08 1.08 0.24 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
h any 4.74 4.74 −1.10 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]









dh [1100] 8.94 −0.22 −0.86 [1120] [1100] [0001]
N o any 0.00 0.00 −1.39 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
h any 3.22 3.22 −1.81 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]









O o any −0.15 −0.15 −1.76 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
t any 2.06 2.06 0.79 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
transitions can have different transition state energies depending on their dipole tensors
which may depend on their transition vectors.
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 list the components of the elastic dipole tensor at representative inter-
stitial sites with orientations s, and representative transition states with transition vectors v.
We diagonalize the elastic dipole tensors along three principal axes (e1, e2, e3), and report
the diagonalized entries entries (P11, P22, P33) and principal axes. From Table 2.3, the elastic
dipole components in the two orthogonal basal directions are equal for o, h, and t sites due
to the basal symmetry of these sites. The trace of the elastic dipole for N and O at o sites is
negative, leading to the volumetric contraction upon cell relaxation, in contrast to the other
interstitial sites. The ground state configuration of N undergoes volume contraction on cell
relaxation while the ground state configuration of B, C, and O undergoes volume expansion
on cell relaxation. In the case of the dh site, its two nearest Mg atoms experience larger
atomic forces compared to other Mg atoms, therefore, the elastic dipole for the dh site has
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Table 2.4: Elastic dipole tensors P at representative transition states for B, C, N, and O
in Mg. The transition state from site α to site β is denoted by α-β, and v is the vector
connecting these two sites. The symmetric elastic dipole tensor is diagonal along three
principal axes e1, e2, and e3 and has units of eV. The dipole tensor of an equivalent transition
with a different v is obtained by applying the appropriate point group operation to the given
dipole tensor. The variable x for B and C is 0.197 and 0.238, respectively, and variable z for
O is 0.153. The values of x and z are obtained from the relaxed position of dh and t sites in
the Mg supercell, respectively.
Solute α-β Transition (v) P11 P22 P33 e1 e2 e3
B o-o [0001
2
] 5.34 5.34 −3.58 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
o-o 1
3


















)[2110] 7.69 4.25 −0.20 [0110] [2110] [0001]
C o-o [0001
2
] 3.63 3.63 −3.22 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
o-c 1
6





































)[1100] 7.59 1.07 −1.01 [1120] [1100] [0001]
N o-o [0001
2
] 2.58 2.58 −1.16 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
o-c 1
6

































] 2.37 2.37 1.76 orthogonal basal vectors [0001]
t-t [000(1
2





0z] 0.67 1.37 2.07 [0.12, 0.12, 0, 0.60] [0.56, 0.56, 0, 0.12] [1120]
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the largest component in the [1120] direction which connects these two nearest Mg atoms.
From Table 2.4, most of the transition states break the symmetry of the crystal except for
the o-o and t-t transitions along the c-axis which obeys the basal symmetry. Because of
the basal symmetry, the transition state energies of the o-o (c-axis) and t-t transitions with
different v remain equivalent in the strained cell while the same is not true for the other
types of transitions.
Elastic dipole tensors for symmetry-equivalent sites with different s, and symmetry-
equivalent transitions with different v, are obtained by point group operations on the rep-
resentative dipole tensors in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. For example, the three c sites in the basal
plane with different orientations ([2110], [1120] and [1210]) are all related Wyckoff sites, that
are transformed by 120◦ rotations about the c-axis; call that transformation matrix R. The
dipole tensors for the other two equivalent sites s′ are
Pα(s′) = RPα(s)R
T (2.12)
where Pα(s) is the representative dipole tensor and R transforms s to s
′. Similarly, the
dipole tensors of all the other sites are calculated using their associated transformation
matrices. The same operations are carried out for all the transition state dipole tensors
based on the symmetry of the transition vectors v. The dipole data in Cartesian basis for all
these equivalent sites and equivalent transitions for B, C, N and O are available in tabular
form [70]. This dipole tensor data is used to estimate changes in site energies and the changes
in migration barriers of transitions under strain using Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, which are inputs
to the elastodiffusion tensor calculations.
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2.7 Elastodiffusion tensor
Strain affects the diffusivity of solutes by changing the jump vectors and migration barriers
of the diffusion network. The first order strain dependence of diffusivity is represented with





and is derived using perturbation theory [57,59]. The contribution dgeom to the elastodiffusion




(Djk(0)δil +Dil(0)δjk +Dik(0)δjl +Djl(0)δik), (2.14)
where δij are the Kronecker deltas. Hence, if the diffusivity has Arrhenius temperature
dependence, then so does the geometric term in the elastodiffusion tensor. The contribution
dmb from changes in the migration barriers is determined by the elastic dipole tensors of
the migration barriers and sites. The elastic dipole tensor of a transition state relative to
initial site determines the rate of that transition under strain and the elastic dipole tensor
of interstitial site determine the occupation probability of that site under strain. The term
dmb is the sum of contributions from each transition; these contributions are proportional
to the product of the inverse temperature, transition rate, and difference of transition state
dipole and thermal average dipole of interstitial sites. The contribution from one transition
can be represented as
d0
kBT
· exp(−E/kBT ) (2.15)
where the elastic dipole terms are absorbed in the “prefactor” d0, which has units of eV ·
m2s−1, and E is the barrier of the dominant transition.
The symmetry of the hexagonal closed-packed crystal reduce the number of unique elas-
todiffusion components to six. We use Voigt notation, similar to elastic constants, to repre-
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Table 2.5: The fitting parameters d0 and E in Eqn. 2.15 for the components of the B, C,
N, and O elastodiffusion tensor in Mg over 300–923K. The elastodiffusion tensor in Voigt
notation has six unique components in an hcp crystal, where d66 = (d11 − d12)/2. A subset
of components change sign with temperature; their transition temperature is listed in lieu of
fitting parameters (c.f., Fig. 2.5 for the temperature dependence). The “activation barrier”
E corresponds closely to the migration barrier of the dominant transition. The d12 and
d33 components for B, all diagonal components for C, and d44 and d66 for N and O are
negative throughout the temperature range (i.e. have negative d0). The negative d0 implies
that the increase in diffusivity caused by lowered migration barriers is greater than the
decrease in diffusivity due to reduced jump vectors under compressive strains. For d44 of
B, the geometric contribution is dominant and is best described with an Arrhenius fit of
1.3× 10−6m2/s · exp(−0.74/kBT ).






d11 (854.7K) −3.0× 10−8 0.91 (398.4K) (900.9K)
d12 −2.9× 10−6 0.74 5.0× 10−8 0.94 2.5× 10−6 1.04 (678.0K)
d13 5.6× 10−6 0.74 2.0× 10−6 1.05 2.9× 10−6 1.05 (552.5K)
d31 5.5× 10−6 0.90 2.2× 10−6 1.12 1.8× 10−6 1.04 (865.8K)
d33 −5.3× 10−6 0.90 −3.3× 10−7 1.10 3.9× 10−6 1.05 (409.8K)
d44 1.5× 10−7 0.78∗ −9.7× 10−7 1.11 −1.2× 10−6 1.04 −1.0× 10−8 0.65
d66 1.5× 10−6 0.74 −4.0× 10−8 0.93 −9.3× 10−7 1.03 −5.0× 10−8 0.68
sent the indices of the fourth rank tensor as both diffusivity and strain are symmetric second
rank tensors. The reduction by symmetry is the same as the elastic constants, except that
dij is not necessarily equal to dji. In the case of hcp, the non-zero elastodiffusion elements
are d11 = d22, d33, d12, d13 = d23, d31 = d32, d44 = d55, and d66 = (d11 − d12)/2. The change
in jump vectors contributes only to d11, d33, d44, and d66. Unlike the contribution from the
change in jump vectors, the change in migration barrier can contribute to all six independent
components of elastodiffusion tensor and need not only be positive.
Table 2.5 shows that the contribution dmb dominates over the contribution dgeom due
to the relatively larger values of elastic dipole tensor components compared to kBT (see
eqn. 2.15) for all the temperatures between 300–923K. However, the contribution dgeom is
greater than the contribution dmb for the d44 component for B due to larger transition rate
of o-o transition in basal plane and for the d11 component for B and O at temperatures
above crossover (discussed in the later paragraph). Equation 2.15 is used to fit the elastodif-
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d11 d12 d13 d31 d33
positive
negative
Figure 2.5: Components of the elastodiffusion tensor d that change sign as a function of
temperature, for B, N, and O. The magnitudes of each component are shown with filled
symbols for positive values and unfilled for negative values. For a component, change of sign
is observed as a dip in the curve and the crossover temperature is listed in Table 2.5. The
sign inversion of these components is caused by two competing mechanisms, which dominate
at either low or high temperatures. Five components of the elastodiffusion tensor for O
change sign and each component has a different crossover temperature.
fusion component because of the larger contribution from dmb over dgeom and also due to the
dominant transition for each solute. The fitting parameter E in Table 2.5 corresponds to
the migration barrier of the dominant transition. These dominant transitions under strain
is same as that in the unstrained crystal, except for the basal components d11, d12 and d66
for C which are now dominated by the h-dh transition. The remaining basal component d13
of C is governed by o-c transition and the basal components (d12, d13 and d66) and d44 of
B are governed by o-o(b)transition. The non-basal components (d31 and d33) are governed
by o-dh transition for both B and C. The isotropic o-t transition is dominant for all the
components for O, and in N, both o-h and h-c transitions, which have similar migration
barriers, contribute to elastodiffusion components.
Figure 2.5 shows that five of the elastodiffusion components for oxygen change sign (fewer
for B, and N) due to the small energy separation from the ground state and the metastable
states, while for B, C, and N the energy separation is significant. The change in sign from
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positive (filled symbol) to negative (unfilled symbol) is observed as dips in the logarithm
of the magnitude of d and the associated crossover temperature is listed in parenthesis
in Table 2.5 for these components. The sign inversion of these components is due to the
competing mechanism dominating over different temperature which we observe as different
slopes on opposite side of the crossover. The sign inversion of d12, d13, d31, and d33 for
O is due to the large variation in thermally averaged elastic dipole tensor of sites, which
occurs because of the low energy separation of 0.21 eV between o and t sites. The difference
between the transition state dipole and the thermally averaged dipole contributes to the
elastodiffusion component sign changes with temperature as the o and t sites have different
elastic dipoles. However, for d11 for B and O, the sign inversion is due to the competition
between the negative contribution of dmb and positive contribution of dgeom, where the former
dominates below the crossover temperature (due to smaller value of kBT compare to dipole
tensor, c.f. Eqn. 2.15) and the latter dominates above the crossover temperature. For
the component d11 of N, sign inversion is due to the o-c transition dominating above the
crossover temperature while the o-h transition dominates below the crossover. The sign
inversion behavior of different components suggests that the diffusivity under strain will
have contrasting features around a specific temperature which we observe for the activation
volume of diffusion and for the effect of thermal expansion on diffusion.
2.7.1 Activation volume of diffusion
The elastodiffusion tensor together with the elastic compliance tensor computes the acti-
vation volume of diffusion. The activation volume of diffusion Vij describes the pressure p
dependence of diffusivity as
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Figure 2.6: Activation volume for basal diffusion Vb and c-axis diffusion Vc, relative to the
Mg atomic volume Ω = 22.84 Å3 per atom as a function of temperature for B, C, N and
O. For both basal and c-axis diffusion, the activation volume of O is isotropic and negative
below 740K while it remains positive for B, C and N. The activation volume for all the
solutes increases with increasing temperatures, in part, as the elastic constants soften as
temperature increases [73]. This increase is ∼14% for basal activation volume and ∼15% for
c-axis activation volume for all the solutes at 923K.













where d is the elastodiffusivity tensor and S is the elastic compliance tensor. In the case of
interstitial diffusion, the activation volume is equal to the migration volume of a jump: the
volume change between the transition state and initial state [72].
Figure 2.6 shows that the activation volume for O diffusion is isotropic and negative
below 740K, which leads to an increase in basal and c-axis diffusivities under hydrostatic
pressure. The activation volumes for B, C, and N diffusion remain positive throughout the
temperature range, with N having the largest activation volume. For O diffusion below
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740K, the dominating t-o transition has negative migration volume, while the dominating
transitions for the diffusion of other solutes have positive migration volumes. Negative
activation volume has also been observed experimentally for C diffusing in hcp-Co [74] and
in α-Fe [75], and their magnitudes are comparable to the activation volume computed for O
diffusion in Mg. Due to the temperature-induced softening of the elastic constants [73], the
activation volume of basal and c-axis diffusion increases by ∼14% and ∼15% from 300K to
923K for all four solutes.
2.7.2 Thermal expansion effect on diffusion
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Figure 2.7: Change in basal and c-axis diffusivity due to thermal strain, relative to the strain
free diffusivity for B, C, N, and O. The thermal strain is nearly isotropic and linear over the
entire temperature range, to a maximum value of 2% at the melting temperature of 923K.
The effect of thermal expansion is largest for N, for which the diffusivity doubles approaching
melting, and smallest for O. Below 740K, O diffusivity decreases relative to its strain free
diffusivity—due to the negative activation volume—unlike the other three solutes.
Figure 2.7 shows that thermal expansion increases the diffusivity of B, C, and N, but
decreases the diffusivity of O up to 740K. The fit of experimental thermal expansion data to
temperature [76] is used to estimate thermal strain. Thermal expansion is nearly isotropic
in the temperature range 300K to 923K, reaching a maximum value of 2%. For B, C and N,
both basal and c-axis diffusivities increase upon thermal expansion, with N experiencing the
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largest effect of more than 100% increase in diffusivity at T > 816K. Under thermal strain,
O diffusion remains isotropic due to the dominating t-o transitions which contribute equally
to diffusion in the basal plane and along the c-axis. Above 740K the O diffusivity is greater
compared to its strain free diffusivity as expected due to thermal expansion. However, below
740K the O diffusivity is lower compared to its strain free diffusivity. This non-monotonic
behavior of O diffusivity with thermal expansion is due to the sign inversion of five of the
elastodiffusion tensor components.
2.8 Summary
We determine the stable interstitial sites, migration barriers, diffusivities, and elastodiffusion
tensors for B, C, N and O in Mg. We find a new stable distorted hexahedral site that B
and C can occupy in Mg. Analytical expressions for interstitial diffusion in bulk hcp crystals
are derived for the networks of interstitial sites. Diffusion of O is isotropic due to dominat-
ing isotropic t-o transitions while B and C have faster basal diffusion compared to c-axis
diffusion and N have slower basal diffusion compared to c-axis diffusion. This shows that
diffusion depends on the diffusion network formed by sites and their energetics, which varies
from solute to solute. The elastodiffusion tensor captures the effect of strain on diffusivity by
summing the contributions from changes in jump vectors and changes in migration barriers.
For B, C, N, and O in Mg, the contribution to elastodiffusion components due to changes
in migration barriers dominates over the contribution from changes in jump vectors with a
few exceptions. There are a few elastodiffusion components which change sign at crossover
temperature due to competing mechanisms. In the case of O, five of the elastodiffusion com-
ponents change sign, which leads to negative activation volume below 740K and decreased
diffusivity upon thermal expansion. This behavior of O as an interstitial defect is counterin-
tuitive because interstitial diffusivity is expected to decrease under compression as transition
states are usually “smaller.” We see that N in its ground state (octahedral) contracts the
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crystal upon relaxation while it has the positive activation volume; O in its ground state
(tetrahedral) expands the crystal on relaxation while having a negative activation volume.







The Onsager coefficients Lij characterize the diffusion of solutes and point defects [16]. For
a binary alloy, the fluxes Js of solutes s and Jv of vacancies v are linearly related to the
gradient of chemical potential ∇µ ,
Js = −Lss∇µs − Lsv∇µv,
Jv = −Lvs∇µs − Lvv∇µv.
(3.1)
The diagonal Onsager coefficients Lss and Lvv quantify the solute and vacancy transport
under their respective chemical potential gradients. The off-diagonal Onsager coefficients
Lsv = Lvs quantify the flux coupling between solutes and vacancies: the transport of solutes
(vacancies) driven by a gradient in chemical potential of vacancies (solutes). The solute




where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature. The drag ratio L
sv(Lss)−1 quan-
tifies the drag of solutes by vacancies. A positive drag ratio means a flux of vacancies drags
solutes in the same direction while a negative drag ratio means the motion of solutes oppo-
site to the flux of vacancies; drag of solutes by vacancies can cause non equilibrium solute
segregation at vacancy sinks.
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We use the Green function (GF) approach [58]—an exact theory of diffusion—to study
the vacancy-mediated transport of 61 solutes in a Mg matrix with thermodynamic data
computed from DFT. Section 3.2 lays out the methodology to compute inputs—binding
energies, migration barriers, attempt frequencies, vacancy formation energy and entropy—
for diffusion models. Section 3.3 details the DFT parameters used to compute inputs for
diffusion model. Section 3.4 discusses the diffusion coefficients and drag ratios of the solutes
computed using the GF approach and the 8- and 13-frequency models. We demonstrate that
all the symmetry-unique vacancy jumps must be included in a diffusion model to predict
accurate diffusion coefficients of solutes with significant correlation effects. We show that
the drag ratios of all the solutes are sensitive to vacancy jumps near the solute and explain
the drag mechanism through the ring network topologies which facilitate vacancy motion
around the solute.
3.2 Methodology
Calculating Onsager coefficients for vacancy-mediated solute transport requires the energies
of various solute-vacancy configurations and the transition rates between the configurations.
A solute and vacancy interact to form a complex and the binding energy quantifies this
interaction. The binding energy equals the energy difference of the system containing the
solute-vacancy complex and the system where the distance between solute and vacancy
approaches infinity. We calculate binding energy Ebindα between a solute and vacancy for the
complex α using the supercell method,
Ebindα = E
[



















is the energy of a supercell containing N−2 Mg atoms, one solute
atom, and one vacancy in configuration α. Similarly, E
[
(N − 1)Mg + s
]
is the energy of a
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is the energy of a supercell
with N Mg atoms. A positive or a negative value of binding energy denotes repulsive or
attractive interaction between a solute and a vacancy, respectively. From transition state




α-β · exp(−Emigα-β /kBT ), (3.4)
where ν∗α-β and E
mig
α-β are the attempt frequency and migration barrier for vacancy transitions,
respectively. We compute the migration barrier using
Emigα-β = E
[









(N − 2)Mg + svα-β
]
is the energy of a supercell containing N − 2 Mg atoms, one
solute and one vacancy at the transition state α-β. Vineyard’s harmonic transition-state
theory [68] under the moving atom approximation [43] computes the attempt frequency ν∗α-β
as the product of three vibrational frequencies να,p associated with the moving atom at the
initial state α divided by the product of two real vibrational frequencies να-β,q associated






The concentration of vacancies depends on the vacancy formation energy and entropy in
the solute-free system, as well as solute-vacancy interaction. The vacancy concentration in













using the supercell method as follows [77]:
Eformv = E
[
(N − 1)Mg + v
]




















where νp and ν
0
p are the vibrational frequencies of the Mg atoms with and without a vacancy
in the Mg supercell, respectively. We approximate Sformv by taking into account the vibra-
tional modes of 13 atoms in bulk geometry and the vibrational modes of 12 Mg atoms in
defected geometry. The 13 Mg atoms in bulk geometry are chosen such that one particular
Mg atom had other 12 atoms to be its first nearest-neighbor. In the vacancy geometry, that
one particular Mg atom is removed, leaving 95 atoms in the supercell. The vibrational modes
of the 12 first nearest-neighbor atoms to vacancy is computed in this defected geometry. The











where Ebindα and S
bind
α are the solute-vacancy binding energy and binding entropy in α
configuration. The entropy Sbindα quantifies the change in atomic vibrations due to the
formation of solute-vacancy complex α compared to when solute and vacancy are infinitely
far apart. For computational efficiency, we assume Sbindα to be zero in this work.
The size of the solute or the stress field created due to substitutional defect is an im-
portant physical descriptor to study solute transport trends across the periodic table. The
introduction of a substitutional solute introduces stress leading to distortion of the Mg lat-
tice. We estimate the distortion of the Mg lattice through the solute strain misfit tensor εij,












The expression on the right is the approximate strain misfit tensor computed in a supercell
withN lattice sites (corresponding to concentration Cs = 1/N), Sijkl is the elastic compliance
tensor of pure Mg, and σkl is the stress induced by the solute in the supercell with relaxed
atoms but fixed lattice vectors. For dilute solute concentrations, σkl is inversely proportional
to N so that the strain misfit tensor is independent of the supercell size. The strain misfit
tensor is diagonal and anisotropic for substitutional solutes in an hcp crystal: equal values
in the basal plane (along x and y directions) but distinct along the c-axis (z direction). The
size misfit—trace of strain misfit tensor—quantifies the change in the volume of Mg supercell
due to the solute.
3.3 Computational details
We perform DFT calculations using the Vienna ab-initio simulation package vasp 4.6.36 [63]
which is based on the plane-wave basis sets. The projector-augmented wave pseudopotentials
[64] generated by Kresse [65] describe the nuclei and the core electrons of solutes and Mg
atoms. We treat electron exchange and correlation using the PBE [53] generalized gradient
approximation. We carry out DFT calculations for 61 solutes in the hcp Mg matrix. The
lanthanide solutes are treated with frozen 4f core electrons because we find that the inclusion
of 4f electron in valence configurations for Ce changes the activation energy for diffusion
by only 25 meV. The frozen 4f core treatment was shown to reproduce the experimentally
observed binary convex hull in Al-lanthanide systems [79] and also was used in previous
DFT studies on Mg [41, 80]. We perform spin-polarized calculations for V, Cr, Mn, Fe
and Co whose substitutional solute magnetic moments are 2.63µB, 3.67µB, 3.70µB,−2.62µB,
and 1.01µB, respectively. We use a 5 × 5 × 3 Mg supercell of 150 atoms with a 5 × 5 × 6
gamma centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh for the larger size solutes (lanthanides and
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Ca), while the remaining 47 solutes require only a 4× 4× 3 Mg supercell of 96 atoms with
a 6 × 6 × 6 k-point mesh. We use Methfessel-Paxton smearing [66] with an energy width
of 0.25 eV to integrate the density of states. We use a plane wave energy cutoff of 500 eV
which is sufficient to give an energy convergence of less than 1 meV/atom. All the atoms are
relaxed using a conjugate gradient method until the force on each atom is less than 5 meV/Å.
The climbing-image nudged elastic band (CNEB) [50] method with one intermediate image
determines the transition state configurations and energies. We compute vacancy jump
rates using harmonic transition rate theory [68] with attempt frequencies calculated using
the hopping atom approximation [18, 43, 81, 82]. Our supplemental database [83] contains
the DFT input files along with the type of pseudopotential used for Mg and the 61 solutes.
We carry out systematic DFT calculations for 61 elements across the s, p, d blocks
except for the solutes undergoing unusual relaxations or favoring interstitial configurations.
The over-sized solutes Rb, Cs, and Ba relax significantly towards the vacancy, leading to
a configuration where the solute is in the middle and surrounded by two half-vacancies.
This phenomenon was also observed for Y in bcc Fe [84, 85] and Bocquet et al. studied the
Y transport by treating the solute and the two half-vacancies as one diffusing unit [86].
We believe a similar treatment in hcp Mg crystal can be beneficial for predicting accurate
transport coefficients for Rb, Cs, and Ba. Unlike other 61 substitutional solutes occupying
lattice position, Se atom occupies an off-lattice position in the relaxed Mg supercell which
would require further symmetry analysis for its accurate solute transport coefficients. We
find that the DFT computed formation energies for P and S, as an octahedral interstitial
defect is 71 and 210 meV lower than as a substitutional defect. Therefore, we believe that
the transport of P and S should be interstitial-mediated and can be modeled similarly as in
our previous study of interstitial B, C, N, and O in Mg [81].
We compare our DFT computed data to previous first-principles studies [41–43, 80, 87]
and experimental measurements [67, 88], and find them in good agreement, where data is
available. The computed lattice parameters of hcp Mg are a = 3.189 Å and c/a = 1.627, and
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the elastic compliance components in Voigt notation with units of TPa−1 are S11 = 20.8,
S12 = −7.12, S13 = −4.70, S33 = 18.86, S44 = 55.55, and S66 = 55.87, which agree well
with experiments [67, 88]. The computed vacancy formation energy and vacancy formation
entropy in Mg are 0.815 eV and 1.22 kB, respectively and the basal and pyramidal vacancy
migration barriers are 0.397 eV and 0.416 eV. Our solute-vacancy binding energies for the
61 solutes show good agreement within 25 meV with previous DFT studies [41,80,87]. Prior
DFT studies [41–43] based on the 8-frequency model computed eight migration barriers,
which agree within 50 meV with the corresponding barriers from our calculation. Our
binding energies and migration barriers for 61 solutes in the Mg matrix are listed in the
supplemental database [83].





Figure 3.1: Possible vacancy-solute complexes out to sixth nearest-neighbors in a HCP
crystal. Complexes are identified by the position of the vacancy relative to the solute (orange
“s”). There are nine unique complexes, corresponding to 56 configurations after applying
symmetry operations; vacancy positions below the solute are not shown. Complexes are
labeled by the shell distance between solute and vacancy (lighter colors correspond to larger
separation), and with “b” (basal), “p” (prismatic), and “c” (c-axis). Vacancy neighbor
distance is insufficient to identify symmetry unique complexes: the 1b and 1p complexes,
and 4b, 4b and 4p complexes each have different binding energies.
In the HCP crystal, there are two unique first nearest-neighbor vacancy-solute complexes
and seven complex configurations that are one transition away; Fig. 3.1 shows these com-
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plexes out to 6b. A solute has six first neighbors in the same basal plane (1b sites), and six in
the neighboring basal planes (1p sites). We find that the interactions between a solute and a
vacancy are significantly stronger at the nearest-neighbor complexes 1p and 1b compared to
the farther ones. The solute-vacancy binding energies for the seven farther complexes—2p,
3c, 4p, 4b, 4b, 5p and 6b—are below 50 meV and we treat these complexes as unbound by
setting their binding energies to zero in our diffusion model. We find attractive interactions
of up to 400 meV between a solute and a vacancy in the 1p and 1b complexes for solutes
from s-block, p-block, from groups IX to XII of d-block and the first-half of lanthanides
including Yb. We find repulsive interactions of up to 350 meV in 1p and 1b complexes for
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Figure 3.2: Vacancy (v) jumps in an HCP crystal from 1b and 1p complexes, divided into
basal and pyramidal jumps. The 24 jumps correspond to two solute-vacancy exchanges
(black and red arrows), eight vacancy reorientations around the solute (arrows in blue),
and 14 solute-vacancy complex dissociations (arrows in green with an outline in black from
1b configuration and outline in red from 1p configuration). In particular, two reorientation
jumps of the 1b complex that the 8- and 13-frequency model treats as equal are not related by
symmetry: 1b-1b (cyan) and 1b-1b (dark blue) jumps in the top-left figure. The symmetry
inequivalence can be identified by the different Mg atoms neighboring the transition states:
Mg at 2p for 1b-1b and 1p sites for 1b-1b.
Fig. 3.2 enumerates the 15 unique transitions for first neighbor vacancy-solute complexes.
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The solute modifies vacancy jumps in its vicinity and we account for all the symmetry-
unique jumps from the strongly interacting 1p and 1b solute-vacancy complexes. There are
two solute-vacancy exchange jumps: 1b-sol and 1p-sol, where a solute exchanges position
with a vacancy; six reorientation jumps: 1b-1b , 1b-1b , 1b-1p, 1p-1b, and 1p-1p, where a
vacancy moves around the solute and remains in the 1p or 1b complex; nine dissociation
jumps: 1b-4b, 1b-4b, 1b-6b, 1b-2p, 1b-4p, 1p-2p, 1p-4p, 1p-3c, and 1p-5p, where a vacancy
jumps away from the interaction range of solute; and the reverse of a dissociation jump is
a association jump. The vacancy jumps between the farther out solute-vacancy complexes
are equivalent to vacancy jumps in bulk Mg.
Tab. 3.1 lists the 15 symmetry-unique vacancy transition states in hcp Mg and the
choices of transition state that we make to accommodate the approximations of rates in the
8-frequency [44–46] and 13-frequency models [51]. The widely used 8-frequency model and
recently developed 13-frequency model which compute solute diffusivity in the hcp lattice do
not differentiate between the 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps, but instead arbitrarily choose one of
the rates for both jumps. The symmetry inequivalence between these two jumps is identified
by the different Mg atoms environment neighboring their transition states. These models
further equate the nine distinct dissociation jumps to two jumps in the 8-frequency model
and to four jumps in the 13-frequency model. For the 8-frequency model, we equate the five
dissociation jumps out of 1b to 1b-6b and the four dissociation jumps out of 1p to 1p-5p, since
these chosen jumps lead to the largest vacancy-solute distance after the complex dissociates.
For the 13-frequency model, we choose a basal and a pyramidal type of dissociation jump
out of both the 1b and 1p complexes i.e. 1b-6b, 1b-4p, 1p-4p, and 1p-5p.
We classify the 61 solutes into three categories based on the migration barriers for vacancy
reorientation and vacancy dissociation jumps. This categorization helps to understand the
need to compute all vacancy jumps for accurate computation of drag ratios which will be
discussed later in this paper. The solutes Li, Be, Al, Si, Ga, Ge, As, V, and 21 solutes from
group VI to XII of d-block have lower migration barriers for vacancy reorientation compared
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Table 3.1: The list of all symmetry-unique transition states used in the GF approach com-
pared with the jumps used in the 13- and 8-frequency models for vacancy-mediated solute
transport in hcp Mg. Our GF approach treats all the 15 symmetry-unique transition states
for jumps out of 1b and 1p solute-vacancy complexes, while the 13- and 8-frequency mod-
els reduce them to nine and seven transition states, respectively. Neither the 13- nor the
8-frequency models differentiate between the 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps. Instead, these models
choose one of these rates arbitrarily for both jumps. The 13-frequency model approximates
the dissociation jump rates into four types consisting of basal and pyramidal vacancy jumps
out of both 1b and 1p complexes. We compute the results for the 13-frequency model using
1b-6b and 1b-4p as the basal and pyramidal types of dissociation jumps out of the 1b com-
plex, and 1p-4p and 1p-5p as the dissociation jumps out of the 1p complex. The 8-frequency
model further approximates the dissociation jump rates into two types—one for dissociation
out of the 1b complex and the other for dissociation out of the 1p complex. In this work we
choose 1b-6b and 1p-5p to be the dissociation rates for the 8-frequency model since these
jumps lead to the largest vacancy-solute distance after the complex dissociates. Note that
the vacancy jump 1b-1p is the reverse jump of 1p-1b and both have a common transition
state.

























to vacancy dissociation, while Na, K, Ca, Sc, Sr, Y, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, Bi, and 14 solutes
from lanthanide series have higher migration barriers for vacancy reorientation compared to
vacancy dissociation. The solutes Ti, Zr, Nb, Hf, and Ta have similar migration barriers
for reorientation and dissociation. Comparison of migration barriers between this work and
prior DFT studies utilizing 8-frequency model show that Huber et al. [41] chose 1b-1b while
Zhou et al. [42] and Wu et al. [43] chose 1b-1b out of the 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps. Also, Huber
et al. [41], Zhou et al. [42] and Wu et al. [43] chose 1b-6b, 1b-4p and 1b-4b, respectively as
the dissociation jump out of the 1b complex and all three chose 1p-4p as the dissociation
jump out of the 1p complex.
Fig. 3.3 shows that most solutes which relax towards the vacancy have lower solute-
vacancy exchange barriers compared to vacancy migration barriers in bulk Mg and vice-
versa. The lanthanides, Y, Na, K, Ca, Sr, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi expand the Mg lattice due
to their large size (see Fig. 3.4) and move towards the vacant space to accommodate the
large strain. Due to the solute relaxation towards the vacancy in the 1p and 1b complexes,
the solute gets closer to the transition state of the solute-vacancy exchange jump which
leads to lower migration barriers for 1b-sol and 1p-sol. The solute relaxations are significant
for the large s-block solutes Rb, Cs, and Ba which relax to the transition state with half-
vacancies on either side leading to no barrier for the solute-vacancy exchange jump. Unlike
other solutes studied here, Rb, Cs, and Ba should diffuse as a unit having a solute and two
half-vacancies and we omit their vacancy-mediated transport from this work. The rest of the
p-block solutes and all the d-block solutes move away from the vacancy during the relaxation
of 1p and 1b complexes which increases the solute distance from transition state leading to
higher migration barriers for 1b-sol and 1p-sol jumps.
Fig. 3.4 shows that small solutes have negative strain misfits and high solute-vacancy
exchange barriers which lead to slower diffusion than the self-diffusion of Mg. The ac-
tivation energy Q and the diffusion prefactor D0 are obtained through an Arrhenius fit
D = D0exp(−Q/kBT ), where the diffusion coefficients D at different temperatures T are
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Figure 3.3: Solute-vacancy exchange barriers in the basal 1b-sol and pyramidal 1p-sol di-
rections, along with the relaxations (∆di = di − d0i ) between solute and vacancy in the 1b
(left) and 1p (right) complex. The relaxation is the difference between the solute-vacancy





vacancy position in the relaxed complex is determined by averaging the positions of its 12
nearest-neighbor atoms. The vertical dashed lines at ∆d1b = −0.03 Å and at ∆d1p = −0.04
Å correspond to the relaxation of the vacancy and its neighboring Mg atoms in the basal
and pyramidal configurations in bulk Mg. Basal and pyramidal vacancy migration barriers
in bulk Mg are shown as unfilled triangles with a dashed horizontal line passing through
each of them. All lanthanides, Y, Na, K, Ca, Sr, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi relax towards
the vacancy (i.e. left of the vertical dashed lines) leading to lower solute-vacancy exchange
barriers compared to vacancy migration barriers in bulk Mg.
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computed by treating all the symmetry-unique vacancy jumps using the GF approach. The
misfit tensor is calculated from Eqn. (3.11) and measures the distortion due to solute in the
Mg lattice along the x(= y) and z directions. The transition metal solutes with negative
size misfit compress the Mg lattice leading to large solute-vacancy exchange barriers which
directly correlates with high activation energies of diffusion. In the d-block, the solutes from
the 5d series have the most negative size misfit while those in the 3d series have the least
negative size misfit. This trend of size misfit is consistent with the trend 5d > 4d > 3d for
activation energies of d-block solutes in the basal plane and along the c-axis direction. We
observe a peak in activation energy for transition metals with d-band filling and a dip for the
3d series due to the magnetic nature of V, Cr, Mn, Fe, and Co. This trend in the activation
energy for diffusion of transition metals is in agreement with previous diffusion studies in
Mg [42, 43] and similar trends have also been observed for these solutes in Ni [89], Fe [90],
Al, Cu, Ni, Pd and Pt [43]. All the solutes except Re and Os diffuse faster in the basal plane
compared to the c-axis direction and Co is the most anisotropic diffuser having a difference
of 233 meV in activation energy.
In Fig. 3.4, the larger solutes with positive strain misfit components diffuse faster than the
self-diffusion of Mg and have smaller solute-vacancy exchange barriers compared to vacancy
migration barriers in bulk Mg. Significant correlation effects arise for the diffusion of all
the lanthanides, Y, Na, K, Ca, Sr, In, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi due to fast solute-vacancy
exchange jumps. The correlation arises due to the likelihood that when a solute exchanges
with a vacancy, it can next take the reverse jump, resulting in a net displacement of zero
for the solute. The correlation factor—a measure of correlations—is small for faster solute-
vacancy exchanges and depends on the migration barriers of vacancy exchanges with the host
atoms. The long-range diffusion of these solutes having positive strain misfit is not limited
by the solute-vacancy exchange barrier as in the case of d-block solutes but on the ability of
the vacancy to move around the solute by exchanging with host atoms after a solute-vacancy
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Figure 3.4: Activation energy Q for the solute diffusion (top row) in the basal and along
the c-axis directions, solute-vacancy exchange barrier (second row) in the basal 1b-sol and
pyramidal 1p-sol directions, solute-vacancy binding energy (third row) in the 1b and 1p
configuration, and the strain misfit component (bottom row) in the xx and zz directions
for 61 solutes in Mg. The self-diffusion activation energies, vacancy migration barriers and
the strain misfits in bulk Mg are shown as purple colored unfilled triangles with dashed
horizontal lines passing through each of them. The non-spin polarized results for V, Cr, Mn,
Fe, and Co are shown in red colored unfilled diamonds while the filled diamonds shows the
results from spin-polarized treatment of these five solutes. All lanthanides, Y, Na, K, Ca,
Sr, In, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi have positive strain misfits and have lower solute-vacancy
exchange barriers than vacancy migration barriers in bulk Mg, which leads to correlation
effects that contribute to the lower activation energy. The deviation in properties for Eu and
Yb in lanthanide series is due to their half-filled and fully-filled f band, respectively. The
d-block solutes show negative misfits and have higher solute-vacancy exchange barriers than
vacancy migration barriers in bulk Mg, which leads to higher activation energies of solute
diffusion than the activation energy of Mg self-diffusion.
made up of vacancy exchanges with Mg atoms and we discuss them in Figures 3.7 and 3.8.
Therefore, vacancy exchanges with Mg atoms (reorientation, dissociation, and association)
around the solute determine correlations which control the diffusion of larger solutes.
Fig. 3.5 shows that the correlation treatment of the 8-frequency model overestimates
or underestimates the activation energy of diffusion by more than 50 meV for the solutes
with significant correlation effects, compared to the GF approach. The 8-frequency model
approximates the dissociation and association barriers as outlined in Table 3.1 and also
assumes a constant value of 0.736 for the vacancy escape factor F . The F measures the
return probability of vacancy after the dissociation and depends on vacancy jump rates for
the association and in the bulk. These approximation results in an erroneous computation
of the correlation factor. The 8-frequency model overestimates the activation energies by
greater than 50 meV for the first-half of the lanthanide series, Yb, and Sr because the chosen
dissociation jumps 1b-6b and 1p-5p have the largest migration barriers among the nine
possible escapes which slows vacancy motion around the solute leading to lower correlation
factors. Similarly, the underestimation of the activation energy for Te, Tl, Bi, Na, and Li
is due to the 1b-6b and 1p-5p jumps having the lowest migration barriers among the nine
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different escapes. The deviation in activation energy compared to the 13-frequency model
are small (the highest is 40 meV for Pr) as the model accounts for two additional dissociation
jumps along with dependence of F on vacancy rates compared to the 8-frequency model.
The activation energies from the GF approach, the 13- and 8-frequency models are identical
for d-block solutes since these solutes have large barriers for solute-vacancy exchange jumps
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Figure 3.5: Differences in activation energy between the 8-frequency model and the GF
approach for basal and c-axis diffusion for 61 solutes in Mg. The horizontal dashed lines
correspond to no difference in activation energy. The 8-frequency model approximates cor-
relations, which leads to differences in activation energies that are greater than 50 meV for
La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Gd, Sr, and Te. The activation energy differences are less than 5
meV for transition metals where correlation effects are negligible.
The treatment of all symmetry-unique vacancy jumps using the GF approach improves
the agreement with the experimental measurements of solute diffusion coefficients, as shown
in Fig. 3.6. The GF approach improves agreement between computed activation energy
of diffusion and the experimental results [24, 35, 91, 92] for La, Ce, Ca, Nd, Y, and Gd,
which have significant correlation effects due to fast solute-vacancy exchange jumps. The
other 14 solutes—Sb, Li, In, Zn, Cd, Sn, Ga, Be, Al, Cu, Ag, Mn, Ni, and Fe—for which
experimental measurements [22–38] are available have negligible correlation effects and all
three diffusion models predict similar (within 10 meV) activation energies of diffusion. We
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Figure 3.6: Solute diffusivities and Mg self-diffusion coefficients computed using the GF
approach compared with available experimental data. We show Arrhenius plots for La [24],
Ce [24], Ca [35], Nd [91], Sb [22], Li [23], In [22,24], Gd [92], Y [28,92], Zn [24–28], Cd [22],
Sn [22,28], Ga [29], Mg [93–95], Be [30], Al [27,31–35], Cu [36], Ag [22,24], Mn [37], Ni [38],
and Fe [38], and arrange them in decreasing order of computed diffusivity in the basal plane.
Solid and dashed lines represent solute and Mg self-diffusion coefficients computed using the
GF approach while experimental data are shown with symbols. The solid and dotted lines in
Mn and Fe subplot corresponds to diffusivities from spin and non-spin polarized treatment
of solute, respectively. Black and red denote diffusion in the basal (b) plane and along
the c-axis (c) while the pink symbols correspond to the average diffusivity obtained from
polycrystalline measurements. We also annotate the activation energy Q of solute diffusion
obtained by Arrhenius fit in the temperature range of 300-923 K for the GF data. The
self-diffusion coefficients of Mg and the solute diffusion coefficients of 15 solutes—La, Ce,
Ca, Nd, Sb, Li, Y, In, Gd, Zn, Cd, Sn. Ga, Be, and Al—agree with experiments within one
order of magnitude, whereas for the slower diffusing solutes Cu, Ag, Mn, Ni, and Fe, the
agreement is within two orders of magnitude.
measurements for 15 solutes while we underestimate the diffusion coefficients for Cu, Ag,
Mn, Ni and Fe within two orders of magnitude which may suggest a mechanism other
than vacancy-mediated diffusion for these five solutes. The aforementioned disagreement
between our predicted and experimental diffusion coefficients could also be due to the neglect
of solute-vacancy binding entropy and the restriction of attempt frequency calculations to
the hopping-atom vibration modes. Garnier et al. [96] and Wu et al. [43] has shown that
including more phonon modes than the hopping atom modes reduce the attempt frequency
by a factor of 2–3 in Ni, Al, and Cu matrix. A similar reduction can be expected for Mg
matrix which may get partially canceled by including binding entropy (if Sbindα > 0 ) in the
diffusion coefficients. We find excellent agreement for the anisotropy in activation energies—
the difference in activation energy between the basal and the c-axis directions—with single
crystal experiments [22,26,92–94], with deviations below 50 meV for Sb, Y, In, Gd, Zn, Cd,
Sn, Mg and Al.
The vacancies drag solute via successive solute-vacancy exchange jump followed by va-
cancy reorientation around the solute that allows vacancy for the next exchange with the
solute. Vacancy motion around the solute is facilitated through the ring networks which are
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the combination of vacancy exchanges with host atoms. We categorize ring networks as inner
and outer as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, respectively. The inner ring networks are formed
from the reorientation jumps within 1p and 1b complexes and combinations of two different
transition state gives three independent rings which are 1b-1b and 1b-1b , 1b-1b and 1p-1b,
and 1p-1b and 1p-1p. Note the asymmetric nature of 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps as there is no
ring type topology formed by 1b-1b and 1p-1b jumps, which significantly affects the drag
ratios of the solutes. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the three outer ring networks formed by alternating
vacancy dissociation jumps out of a 1p or 1b complex and vacancy association jumps (other
than the reverse of initial dissociation). In these outer ring networks, the solute-vacancy
complex 1p or 1b dissociates into either of these non-binding configurations given by 2p,
3c, 4p, 4b, and 4b, and associates back to a different 1p or 1b complex. The approxima-
tions made for dissociation and association jumps in the 8- and 13-frequency models lead to





Figure 3.7: Inner ring networks formed by the reorientation jumps between 1b and 1p solute-
vacancy complexes in an hcp crystal. The 1b-1b jump is the cyan bond while 1b-1b is the
dark-blue bond connecting two 1b complexes. Three closed ring networks are formed by the
combination of 1b-1b, 1b-1b, 1p-1b, 1b-1p and 1p-1p jumps. The left ring network (1b-1b
and 1b-1b) contributes to drag in the basal plane while the middle network (1b-1b, 1p-1b
and 1b-1p) and the right network (1p-1p, 1p-1b and 1p-1p) contribute to drag in both the
basal and along the c-axis directions.
The 8- and 13-frequency models fail to capture the correct behavior of vacancy reori-
entation through the inner ring network, which leads to over or under prediction of basal
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Figure 3.8: Outer ring network formed by dissociation and association vacancy jumps in
a hcp crystal. Similar to Fig. 3.7, these ring networks facilitate vacancy motion around
the solute which leads to positive drag. The ring network on the left (1b-4b and 1b-4b)
contributes to basal drag; while the middle (1p-2p and 1b-2p) and the right (1b-4p, 1p-4p
and 1p-3c) networks contribute to drag in the basal and along the c-axis directions. The
dissociation jumps 1p-5p and 1b-6b are not part of the ring networks due to the absence
of an alternate association jump from the 5p and 6b configurations other than the reverse
jump.
drag ratios for 29 solutes as shown in Fig. 3.9. The inner ring network is responsible for
the drag ratios of Li, Be, Al, Si, Ga, Ge, As, V, and 21 solutes from group VI to XII of
the d-block since all the reorientation rates are faster than all the dissociation-association
rates. The basal drag ratios of these 29 solutes is larger or smaller when equating 1b-1b
and 1b-1b jump rates to the faster 1b-1b rate or the slower 1b-1b rate—neither of which
agrees with the exact GF result. The reorientation rates for these 29 solutes are in the order
ω1b-1b > ω1b-1p > ω1p-1p > ω1b-1b. Since ω1b-1b and ω1b-1p are the fastest rates, the middle ring
network in Fig. 3.7 dominates for reorienting the vacancy around the solute. Equating ω1b-1b
to the slower ω1b-1b rate reduces the contribution from the middle ring network leading to
under prediction of drag ratios. On the other hand, when equating ω1b-1b to the faster ω1b-1b
rate, the contribution from the middle ring network stays the same while the contribution
from the left ring network increases which leads to over prediction of drag ratios compared



























































































Figure 3.9: Solutes with basal drag ratios that are over or under predicted by the 8- and
13-frequency models due to the equal rate approximation for 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps. The
difference in migration barriers between 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps for these 29 solutes is denoted
as ∆E which varies from 0.1 to 0.4 eV. Solid lines correspond to the results of GF approach
which treats the two rates correctly and dotted and dashed lines correspond to the 8- and
13-frequency models respectively. We obtain upper and lower bounds of the gray region by
equating both rates to 1b-1b and 1b-1b respectively in the 8- and 13-frequency models. We
arrange the solutes in order of decreasing basal crossover temperatures—the temperature at
which the drag becomes zero—from left to right and top to bottom.
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The transition metal solutes V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Mo, Tc, Ru, W, Re, and Os have positive
drag ratios (see Fig. 3.9) due to faster vacancy reorientation rates compared to dissociation
rates, despite having repulsive interactions with a vacancy in 1p and 1b complexes. It has
been established that for a positive drag ratio, a vacancy must spend time in the vicinity of
the solute [97,98]. For these ten solutes with repulsive binding as well as high solute-vacancy
exchange barrier, once a vacancy forms a 1p or 1b complex, it has a higher probability of
moving around the solute than dissociation; thus, the complex diffuses despite the repulsive
interaction. Similar observations have been made in bcc lattices [90,97] which further proves
that attractive solute-vacancy interactions are not a necessary condition for solute drag and
drag can happen due to the kinetic effects of vacancies.
The 8- and 13-frequency models also fail to capture the correct behavior of vacancy
motion around the solute through outer ring networks, leading to erroneous drag ratios in
the basal and along the c-axis directions for 27 solutes compared to the GF approach, as
shown in Fig. 3.10. The dissociation-association rates are faster than the reorientation rates
for these 27 solutes. The solutes—K, Ca, Sr, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, Bi, La, Ce, Pr, Nd,
Pm, Sm, Eu, and Yb—have attractive interactions with a vacancy, leading to positive drag
ratios via the outer ring networks shown in Fig. 3.8. On the other hand, there is no drag for
Na, Sc, Y, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm above 300 K due to their repulsive interactions with
a vacancy. The repulsive binding leads to higher association migration barriers compared
to vacancy jump barriers in bulk which makes the outer ring networks ineffective for these
solutes. The 8- and 13-frequency models overpredict the drag ratios for K, Te, Sb, Bi, Sn, Tl,
Pb, and In compared to the GF approach due to the assignment of lower migration barriers
to all the dissociation jumps in these models, which leads to increased contribution from the
outer ring networks. The 8-frequency model significantly underpredicts the drag ratios for
Sr, Ca, Na, Sc, Y, and lanthanides compared to the GF approach due to the assignment of
higher migration barriers to all the dissociation jumps which lead to decreased contribution
from outer ring networks. The 13-frequency model better estimates the drag ratio over
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the 8-frequency model but both models predict incorrect anisotropy in drag for lanthanides
compared to the GF approach.
Fig. 3.11 shows no drag for Ta, Nb, Ti, Hf, and Zr above 300 K due to their significant
repulsive binding in 1p and 1b complexes. These solutes have similar migration barriers
for dissociation and reorientation. None of the ring networks contribute to drag for these
five solutes. However, under the approximations of the 8- and 13-frequency models all the
reorientation rates become faster than the dissociation rates, which leads to positive drag
ratio for Ta, Nb, and Ti due to the contributions from inner ring networks. The drag ratios
remain negative for Hf and Zr because under the approximations of the 8- and 13-frequency
models, reorientation rates are only marginally faster than the dissociation rates, which is
not sufficient for vacancy motion around the solute.
3.5 Summary
The high-throughput DFT calculations inform the Green function approach to model vacancy-
mediated transport of 61 solutes in a hcp Mg matrix. The GF approach treats all the
symmetry-unique vacancy jumps and calculates the solute diffusion coefficients and drag
ratios exactly in the limit of dilute solute concentration. Our work highlights the impor-
tance of crystal symmetry and demonstrates the limitations of prior diffusion models—8-
and 13-frequency models—in building the solute transport database.
Overall, smaller solutes diffuse slower, while larger solutes diffuse faster compared to the
self-diffusion of Mg. The higher solute-vacancy exchange barriers due to solute relaxations
away from a vacancy in 1p and 1b complex is responsible for the slow diffusion of smaller
solutes. The larger solutes relax towards a vacancy causing lower solute-vacancy exchange
barriers which lead to significant correlation effects. The correlations effects of faster moving
solutes are determined from the reorientation and dissociation rates and the rate approxi-





















































Figure 3.10: Solutes with drag ratios that are incorrectly predicted by the 8- and 13-frequency
models due to the approximations made for dissociation and association jumps. The 8-
and 13- frequency models approximate the nine distinct dissociation jumps into two and
four distinct jumps respectively. The 8-frequency model underpredicts the drag ratio by
more than a magnitude of two at temperatures below 600 K for lanthanides. The 13-
frequency model improves over the 8-frequency model but deviates for lanthanides, and
predicts incorrect anisotropy compared to the GF approach. Similar to Fig. 3.9, the gray























Figure 3.11: Solutes where both approximations of equating 1b-1b and 1b-1b jumps, and
reducing the number of dissociation-association jumps affect the drag ratios in a complicated
manner. For these five solutes, all Mg-vacancy jumps which include dissociation, associa-
tion and reorientation have a combined effect on drag behavior. Similar to Figs. 3.9 and
3.10, solid, dotted and dashed lines correspond to the GF, 13-frequency and 8-frequency
frameworks, respectively with black and red denoting drag in the basal and along the c-axis
directions. The gray region highlights the approximation of equating the 1b-1b and 1b-1b
rates.
energy deviations of more than 50 meV for the first-half of the lanthanides. Our computed
diffusion coefficients are in good agreement with the experimental measurements, hence pro-
viding accurate transport data from room temperature upto Mg melting point as well as
data for solutes for which there are no experimental measurements of diffusivity and drag.
We predict positive drag ratios for 39 solutes above 500 K and explain their mechanism
through vacancy motion around the solute through inner or outer ring networks. For non-
equilibrium vacancy concentrations, these 39 solutes can be dragged by vacancies leading
to solute segregation to sinks such as grain boundaries, dislocations etc. Our work further
confirms that drag is possible for solutes having repulsive binding with vacancy due to faster







For a robust and reliable transport database, the uncertainty quantification of solute trans-
port coefficients is necessary due to the approximations of diffusion model or errors asso-
ciated with model parameters. Chapter 3 highlights the limitations and approximations of
previous diffusion models in quantifying vacancy-mediated solute transport coefficients and
introduces the GF approach which is exact and computationally efficient. We make use of
the GF approach and develop a methodology based on a Bayesian framework to quantify the
uncertainties in solute diffusion coefficients and drag ratios. Our methodology computes the
error bar on transport coefficients for the uncertainties in model parameters. Our model pa-
rameters consist of DFT computed solute-vacancy energies which have uncertainties due to
approximate exchange-correlation functionals. We quantify these DFT associated error bars
and use it to perform uncertainty quantification for the solute transport database developed
in chapter 3 using our Bayesian framework.
4.2 Methodology
Computing uncertainties in solute transport coefficients for the vacancy-mediated mechanism
requires the probability distributions describing uncertainties in solute-vacancy energies—
vacancy formation energy, solute-vacancy binding energy, and vacancy migration barriers.
Solute transport coefficients are also dependent on the vacancy formation entropy, solute-
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vacancy binding entropy, and attempt prefactor of vacancy migration; we assume no uncer-
tainties in these quantities in this work. We assume the solute-vacancy energies follow a
multi-variate normal distribution P (θ)
P (θ) = det(2πΣ)−1/2 exp[−1
2
(θ − θ̄)Σ−1(θ − θ̄)], (4.1)
where θ is a vector containing the energies of solute and vacancy configurations, θ̄ is the
mean of energies, and Σ is a covariance matrix.
We separate out the solute-vacancy energies into a solute-independent (v) and solute-
dependent (s) energies for sampling efficiency. The solute-vacancy energy vector θ is sepa-





The θv sub-vector comprise of vacancy formation energy and vacancy migration barriers in
the bulk crystal which doesn’t depend on any solute. The θs sub-vector vector contains
solute-vacancy binding energy and vacancy migration barriers near solute. We also separate





We rewrite the probability distribution of solute-vacancy energies as
P (θ) = P v(θv) · P s(θs|θv), (4.4)
where P v(θv) is the multi-variate normal distribution of solute-independent energies with
covariance matrix Σvv and mean θ̄v, and P s(θs|θv) is the distribution of solute-dependent
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energies for a given θv of solute-independent energies. After simplification, P s(θs|θv) follows
a multi-variate normal distribution with covariance matrix Σss − Σsv(Σvv)−1Σvs and mean
θ̄s + Σsv(Σvv)−1(θv − θ̄v). Note that the latter covariance matrix is independent of θv or θ̄v,
so need to be computed once unlike the mean which is different for every solute-independent
energy vector. This separation of solute-vacancy energies has two advantages: (1) sampling
of solute-independent energies remain same for all the solutes, so only needs to be performed
once. (2) The Green function approach [58] computes solute transport coefficients and
requires computation of the vacancy green function g0 which is computationally expensive
and depends only on the solute-independent energies; this quantity can be computed once
and saved for use in later calculations.
A Bayesian framework is employed to determine the uncertainties in solute transport







dθsP s(θs|θv)f(θv, θs, T )
]
. (4.5)
Generally, the solute-independent energy vector have fewer number of degrees of freedom
(three for hcp Mg) compared to the solute-dependent energy vector (seventeen for hcp Mg),
making Gauss-Hermite GH quadrature efficient for the integration over θv domain. Due
to the large number of degrees of freedom for solute-dependent energy vector, the integra-
tion over θs domain is performed stochastically using multi-variate distribution sampling of








f(θv,i, θs,j, T ), (4.6)
where NGH and N are the number of GH quadrature points and stochastic multi-variate
samples, respectively. The θv,i are the GH quadrature points with weights wi and θ
s,j are the
multi-variate samples for a given θv,i, obtained by sampling the P s(θs|θv). We define a vector
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F of length M×1 which contains values of function f(θv, θs, T ) at M different temperatures.
A numerical covariance matrix ΣF of F can be evaluated by sampling solute-vacancy energies
at M different temperatures. The covariance matrix ΣF can also be computed analytically
by approximating f(T ) using a first order Taylor expansion as
f(θ, T ) ≈ f(θ̄, T ) + J · (θ − θ̄), (4.7)
where J is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at θ̄, whose Jij element is the partial derivative of
function f(θ, Ti) at temperature Ti with respect to the j





The analytical covariance matrix of F is then,
ΣF = JΣJT, (4.8)
where Σ is previously defined covariance matrix of solute-vacancy energies.
A correlated error fit on diffusion coefficients with respect to temperature is essential
to obtain uncertainties in Arrhenius parameters. The diffusion coefficient as a function of
temperature T can be expressed by the Arrhenius equation








where the Arrhenius parameters log10D0 and Q denote the logarithm of the diffusion prefac-
tor and the activation energy for diffusion, respectively, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.




















where F is the vector of size M × 1 containing the logarithm of diffusion coefficients at M
temperatures, A is the Vandermonde matrix of size M × 2 and X is the vector of Arrhenius
fitting parameters of size 2 × 1. Under the assumption that log10D follows a multi-variate
normal distribution for different temperatures, then the covariance matrix of Arrhenius
parameters ΣX of size 2× 2 is
ΣX = (ATA)−1ATΣFA(ATA)−1, (4.11)
where ΣF is the covariance matrix of log10D of size M ×M , which can be evaluated analyt-
ically using Eqn. (4.8).
4.3 Computational details
We perform DFT calculations with different exchange-correlation (XC) functionals using
the Vienna ab-initio simulation package vasp 5.4.4 [63] to compute the covariance matrix
of solute-vacancy energies. The vasp software package performs electronic structure calcu-
lations based on plane-wave basis sets. We use the projector-augmented wave pseudopo-
tentials [64] generated by Kresse [65] to describe the nuclei and the core electrons of thir-
teen solutes and Mg atoms. We treat electron exchange and correlation using five different
functionals—the local density approximation (LDA) [52], the generalized gradient approxi-
mations (GGA) by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [53], PerdewWang-91 (PW91) [54],
and PBE for solids (PBEsol) [55], and a meta-GGA strongly constrained and appropriately
normed (SCAN) [56]—for bulk Mg. Tab. 4.1 lists the lattice parameters, vacancy formation
energy and vacancy migration barriers of bulk Mg for these five XC functionals. We use PBE,
LDA, and SCAN XC functional for thirteen solutes to compute the uncertainties in solute
dependent energies. We use a 4× 4× 3 Mg supercell containing 96 atoms with a 6× 6× 6
gamma centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh for Ag, Al, Hf, Li, Mn, Sb, Sc, Sn, Ti, and
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Table 4.1: Prediction of the hcp Mg lattice parameters a and c, vacancy formation energy
Eformv , and vacancy migration barriers in the pyramidal E
mig
pyr and basal E
mig
bas directions in
bulk Mg using five XC functionals. DFT prediction of lattice parameters are similar within
a 0.07 Å range while the Eformv varies by 190 meV and the migration barriers vary by 100
meV. The last column lists the experimental measurements.
Property LDA PBE PBEsol PW91 SCAN Experiments
a (Å) 3.13 3.19 3.17 3.19 3.17 3.19 [67]
c (Å) 5.09 5.19 5.16 5.19 5.16 5.17 [67]
Eformv (eV) 0.85 0.81 0.87 0.76 0.95 0.58 [100], 0.79 [101], 0.81 [102]
Emigpyr (eV) 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.40 0.49 0.45 [103], 0.59 [94]
Emigbas (eV) 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.38 0.48 0.45 [103], 0.57 [94]
Zn, while due to large vacancy relaxations for Ca, Ce, and La, they require a 5×5×3 Mg su-
percell containing 150 atoms with a 5×5×6 k-point mesh. Methfessel-Paxton smearing [66]
with an energy width of 0.25 eV is sufficient to integrate the density of states. We use a plane
wave energy cutoff of 500 eV which is sufficient to give an energy convergence of less than
1 meV/atom. All the atoms are relaxed using a conjugate gradient method until the force
on each atom is less than 5 meV/Å. The climbing-image nudged elastic band (CNEB) [50]
method with one intermediate image determines the transition state configurations and en-
ergies. We compute vacancy jump rates using harmonic transition rate theory [68] with
attempt frequencies calculated using the hopping atom approximation [18,43,81,82,99].
4.4 Results and Discussion
According to the central limit theorem, an XC functional should obey a normal distribution
and Fig. 4.1 shows the variance and the correlations in solute-vacancy energies due to approx-
imate XC functionals. Solute transport in Mg is determined by twenty energies consisting
of three solute-independent energies and seventeen solute-dependent energies [82, 99]. The
solute-independent part of the covariance matrix is computed using the energies obtained
from five XC functional for bulk Mg. The solute-dependent part of the covariance matrix is
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Figure 4.1: Covariance matrix of twenty vacancy and solute-vacancy energies for diffusion
in Mg. We consider three solute-independent energies—vacancy formation energy and va-
cancy migration barriers in the pyramidal and basal directions in bulk Mg—and seventeen
solute-dependent energies—two solute-vacancy binding energies and fifteen vacancy migra-
tion barriers in the presence of a solute. We estimate variance in the DFT data using different
XC functionals (PBE, SCAN, and LDA) for thirteen solutes. The vacancy formation energy,
the solute-vacancy exchange barriers, and the 1b-1b vacancy reorientation barrier show the
largest variance with values between 0.005 to 0.006 eV2. Please refer to Figures 3.1 and 3.2
for the geometries of these twenty configurations.
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as mentioned in Section 4.3. We subtract out the energies obtained from SCAN and LDA
with PBE functional for each solute to remove the bias of solute chemistry in the input data


















where θpi is the energy for i
th configuration (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for the geometries of
these twenty configurations) in pth energy vector and M is the number of energy vectors.
The vacancy formation energy, the solute-vacancy exchange barriers, and the 1b-1b vacancy
reorientation barrier show the largest standard deviation of ≈ 70 meV, while the standard
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of the logarithm of diffusion coefficients at 300K (light gray), 500K
(gray) and 900K (dark gray) for Ca, Li, Sn, Al, and Os in Mg in the basal plane (black)
and along the c-axis (red). The diffusion coefficients follows log-normal distributions and
the widths decrease with temperature. The mean diffusivities of these five solutes are in
the order DCa > DLi > DSn ≈ DMg > DAl > DOs with respect to self-diffusion coefficient
of Mg DMg. Faster solutes require a larger number of Gauss-Hermite quadrature points for
solute-independent vacancy energetics and fewer multi-variate samples for solute-dependent
vacancy energetics compared to slower diffusing solutes to converge diffusivities to log-normal
distributions.
Fig. 4.2 shows that the diffusion coefficients at different temperatures follow log-normal
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distributions and a careful sampling is required to converge to this distribution for various
solutes. We use Eqn. (4.4) to separate out the sampling of solute-dependent and solute-
independent energies and use Eqn. (4.6) to generate the distribution of logarithm of diffusion
coefficients log10(D) . Multi-normal Gauss-Hermite quadrature [104] is done over vacancy
formation energy, vacancy migration barrier in pyramidal and basal directions in bulk Mg
while multi-variate normal sampling is done over the seventeen solute-dependent energies.
We find that faster solutes require a larger number of GH points (finer grids) i.e. 2500, 1600,
900, 400, 100 for Ca, Li, Sn, Al, and Os, respectively to converge diffusivities to log-normal
distributions, otherwise coarser GH grids lead to multimodal distributions. Slower solutes
are dependent on solute-vacancy exchange barriers requiring a large number of multi-variate
samples to integrate over solute-dependent energies; we use 50000, 50000, 10000, 2500, and
1000 samples for Os, Al, Sn, Li, and Ca, respectively. We verify the normality of log10(D) at
different temperature by computing the skewness, kurtosis, and the quantile-quantile plot of
the distribution. The standard deviation of the log10(D) distribution decreases with temper-
ature as expected because the system’s thermal energy kBT lessen the effect of uncertainties
in solute-vacancy energies.
The log10(D) obeys a multi-variate normal distribution with respect to temperatures and
we compute the covariance matrices of this distribution using stochastic sampling and ana-
lytical method. In the previous paragraph, we showed that our sampling scheme produces a
normal distribution for log10(D) at different temperatures. We also find that log10(D) is pos-
itively correlated—Pearson correlation coefficient close to 1— at different temperatures and
obeys a multi-variate normal distribution. We compute the covariance matrix of this multi-
variate distribution with respect to eight temperatures between 300K-923K using stochastic
sampling and analytically using Eqn. (4.8). The maximum relative difference for an entry
in the covariance matrices between both these methods is less than 5% for Ca, Li, Al, Sn,
and Os. The analytical method is computationally cheaper than the sampling method be-
cause it only requires 40 diffusion calculations to compute the Jacobian for Eqn. (4.8) using
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finite difference method while sampling requires diffusion calculation to be done for every
stochastic sample. Since we find good agreement of covariance matrices between both the
methods, we use the inexpensive analytical method to study uncertainties in the diffusion
coefficients of 61 solutes.
We perform correlated error fit of solute diffusion coefficients with temperature using
equations 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 to compute the covariance matrix of Arrhenius parameters.
Fig. 4.3 shows that the standard deviation of activation energy of diffusion lies between
90-115 meV for 61 solutes. The solute-vacancy exchange jumps 1b-sol and 1p-sol controls
the diffusion of solutes in the basal plane and along the c-axis for Ga, Ge, As and d-block
solutes except Y and La [99]. Since the uncertainties in exchange barriers are same for all
the solutes (refer Fig. 4.1), the aforementioned 31 solutes show a similar standard deviation
of 115 meV in the activation energy. Unlike the aforementioned solutes, the diffusion of
s-block solutes, lanthanides, Y, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi is dependent on the vacancy
exchanges with Mg atoms happening near the solute [99]. Since there are multiple types
of vacancy exchanges with Mg atoms, the standard deviation of activation energy for these
solutes varies between 90-115 meV. The standard deviation of diffusion prefactor log10(D0)
is negligible because the attempt frequencies of vacancy jumps are kept constant. But, the
s-block solutes, lanthanides, Y, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Tl, Pb, and Bi show a non-zero standard
deviation for log10(D0) due to competing vacancy rates across the fitting range of 300K-923K.
Fig. 4.4 shows that the computed solute diffusion coefficients agree well with the ex-
perimental measurements within the computed error bars. The solute-vacancy energetics
obtained using PBE XC functional informs the Green function approach [58] to compute
mean diffusion coefficient [99]. The standard deviation of Arrhenius parameters shown in the
last paragraph coupled with the mean diffusion coefficients are compared with the available
experimental measurements [22–35, 35–38, 91, 92]. The diffusion coefficients prediction are
well within the computed error bars compared to the experimental measurements for thir-
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Figure 4.3: Uncertainties in the activation energy of diffusion ∆Q (top row) and the log of
the diffusivity prefactor ∆log10(D0) (bottom row) in the basal plane and along the c-axis
for 61 solutes in Mg. The activation energy uncertainties lie in a narrow interval of 90–120
meV for all the solutes, and the uncertainties in the diffusion prefactor are very small since
the attempt frequencies are kept constant in our analysis. The solutes Tl, Pb, Bi, Li, Te
and the first-half of the lanthanides have more than one vacancy transition rate dominating
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Figure 4.4: Solute diffusion coefficients D along with their error bars computed using the
GF approach compared with the available experimental data. We arrange the Arrhenius
plots of 20 solutes and Mg self-diffusion in decreasing order of computed diffusivity. Solid
lines represent diffusion coefficients computed using the GF approach and symbols represent
experimental measurements. Black and red denote diffusion in the basal(b) plane and along
the c-axis, while pink symbols are the average diffusion coefficients from polycrystalline
measurements. The upper and lower bounds of gray region give the standard deviation of
diffusion coefficients in the basal plane. We omit the uncertainties in diffusion coefficients
along the c-axis since they are similar to the basal plane. We annotate the activation energy
Q of diffusion along with their standard deviation in both directions. The experimentally
measured diffusion coefficients fall within the computed error bars for all the solutes except
Cu, Ag, Mn and Fe.
Al, and Ni. The disagreements for Cu, Ag, Mn and Fe may suggest a diffusion mechanism
other than the vacancy-mediated for example an interstitial mechanism or a combination
of interstitial and vacancy mechanism, since the experimental measurements predict higher












































Figure 4.5: Distributions of the drag ratio at 300K (light gray), 500K (gray) and 900K (dark
gray) for W, Li, Ca, Gd, and Zr in Mg in the basal plane (black) and along the c-axis (red).
The three dashed vertical lines at each temperature represent lower quartiles, median, and
upper quartiles of the drag ratio distribution. The drag ratio has a maximum value of one;
hence, the distributions are not normal distributions. The drag ratio distribution for W
and Ca at 300K are strongly peaked near one, while Li, Gd, and Zr have a spread in the
distribution at 300K. Drag ratio distribution have long tails on either side of the median
and Fig. 4.6 quantifies the nature of tails using skewness of the distributions.
Fig. 4.5 show that the drag ratio distributions are not normal and have longer tails on
either side of the median. We use 36 GH points and 50000 multi-variate samples to obtain
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Figure 4.6: Skewness of the drag ratio distribution for W, Li, Ca, Gd, and Zr in Mg in
the basal plane (black) and along the c-axis (red) directions. A negative skewness means
longer tail on the left side compared to the right side of the distribution and vice-versa.
The drag ratio distributions remain negatively and positively skewed for W and Zr in the
temperature range of 300K-923K, respectively. The skewness for Li, Ca and Gd changes
sign from negative to positive with temperature i.e. the distribution of these three solutes
is left-tailed at 300K while right-tailed at 900K (refer Fig. 4.5).
the drag ratio distribution in a temperature range of 300K-923K for W, Li, Ca, Gd and Zr.
The solutes W and Li have positive drag ratio due to faster vacancy reorientation rates in
the inner ring networks, while Ca and Gd have positive drag ratio due to faster vacancy
reorientation rates in the outer ring networks. The repulsive interaction between a vacancy
and a Zr atom makes escape rates faster than the reorientation rates which lead to no drag.
In case of W and to some extent for Ca at 300K, the distribution is strongly peaked near one,
it may be because the vacancy-reorientation around the solute is not affected by a variation
of 50-75 meV in solute-vacancy energies. The distribution of W, Ca, and Li spreads out
with temperature while narrows down for Gd and Zr.
Skewness of drag ratio distributions quantify the nature of tails and highlight the devi-
ation from a normal distribution, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The drag ratio distribution of W
and Zr have longer left and right tails in the temperature range of 300K-923K, respectively,
but the distribution becomes symmetric as temperature increases. In case of Li, Ca, and
Gd, the distribution is left-tailed at lower temperatures and becomes right-tailed at higher
temperatures.
Figure 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show the three quartiles of drag ratio distribution for 61 solutes
and we find that drag is quite sensitive to the uncertainties in solute-vacancy energies with
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Figure 4.7: Three quartiles of drag ratio distributions in the basal plane (black) and along
the c-axis (red) for solutes where inner ring networks lead to a reorientation of vacancy
around the solute. Solid lines represent the median of the drag ratio distribution and the
dotted lines representing upper and lower bounds of gray or red regions correspond to upper
and lower quartile of drag ratio distribution, respectively. We arrange these 29 solutes in the
order of decreasing basal crossover temperature—the temperature at which median of drag
ratio becomes zero—from left to right and top to bottom. The IQR—width of the shaded
regions—is narrow when drag ratio is near one at low temperatures and the IQR increases











































Figure 4.8: Three quartiles of drag ratio distributions in the basal plane and along the c-axis
for solutes where outer ring networks lead to a reorientation of vacancy around the solute.
For Sr, K, Te, Eu, La, Sb, Ce, Bi, and Yb, there attractive binding energies of greater
than 100 meV with a vacancy coupled with faster outer ring network rates compared to
escape rates lead to a narrow distribution of drag ratio at low temperatures. The remaining
solutes–Pr to Sc–have smaller attractive or repulsive binding with vacancy which leads to
a wide distribution of drag ratios at low temperatures. Near crossover temperatures, the
spread of drag ratio distributions is maximum and decreases or becomes constant at higher
temperatures.
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Figure 4.9: Three quartiles of drag ratio distributions in the basal plane and along the c-axis
for solutes whose vacancy reorientation rates in the inner and outer ring network are similar.
These five solutes have high repulsive interactions with a vacancy (> 0.2 eV) leading to a
negative median of drag ratio above 300K except for Ta. The solutes Ta, Nb and Ti show the
maximum spread in drag ratio distribution near 300K because it’s the closest temperature to
crossover. The spread of the distributions decreases with temperature and becomes constant
at higher temperatures for Hf and Zr.
bution using stochastic sampling in the temperature range of 300K-923K. Figure 4.7 and
fig:DROuter show the drag distribution for solutes whose positive drag ratio is due to inner
ring and outer ring networks, respectively while Figure 4.9 show the solutes whose highly
repulsive binding with vacancy lead to no drag. The inter-quartile range (IQR)— the dif-
ference between the upper and lower quartile—quantify the spread of drag distributions.
The drag ratio distribution is highly peaked at one (i.e. IQR of zero) near 300K for all
the solutes in Fig. 4.7 except Al, Cr, V, Cd, and Li and for Sr, K, Te, Eu, La, and Sb in
Fig. 4.8. We observe that IQR increases with temperature, achieving a maximum value near
crossover—temperature at which drag ratio becomes zero—of the median and then decreases
with temperature. We observe the maximum in the IQR for all the solutes whose median of
drag ratio distribution show a crossover. Note that the IQR maxima’s are flat and changes
by only 0.01 within the 100K interval of temperature around maxima. The maximum uncer-
tainty in drag ratio near crossover may be because the variation in solute-vacancy energies
changes the dominant mechanism since the mechanism for drag—vacancy motion around
the solute through ring networks—and mechanism against drag—vacancy escape from the
solute interaction range—cancels out at crossover.
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4.5 Summary
We develop a computationally efficient methodology based on Bayesian sampling to quantify
uncertainty in the diffusion coefficients and drag ratios of the solute and apply it to the
vacancy-mediated solute transport database developed in the chapter 3. Our source of
uncertainty in the diffusion model parameters is DFT energies due to different XC functionals
with a maximum standard deviation of 75 meV in solute-vacancy energies. We show that
the solute diffusion coefficients obey a multi-variate log-normal distribution across different
temperatures and compute their covariance matrix using two approaches—a stochastic and
a computationally efficient analytical method—both agree with each other. We compute
error bars on Arrhenius parameters through a correlated error fit and find that the standard
deviation of the activation energy of diffusion lies between 90-120 meV for all the 61 solutes
with no or small uncertainties in diffusion prefactors. A non-zero uncertainty in diffusion
prefactor for Tl, Pb, Bi, Li, Te, and the first-half of the lanthanides indicate that more
than one vacancy transition rate dominates in the temperature interval of 300K-923K. We
find that the experimentally measured diffusion coefficients fall within the computed error
bars for most of the solutes. We find drag ratios to be quite sensitive to the solute-vacancy
energies with maximum uncertainty in the vicinity of crossover temperature. The drag ratio
distribution has longer tails on either side of the median and skewness quantify the deviation
from normality. The inter-quartile range quantifies the spread of drag ratio distribution and
finds IQR to be minimum at lower temperatures when the median of drag ratio is close to
its maximum value of one. The IQR increases with temperature and reaches a maximum
at or near the crossover temperature. After crossover, the IQR decreases with temperature





5.1 Summary of results
This work presents a computational study of mass transport in Mg via interstitial and
vacancy mechanisms. It demonstrates the application of the exact diffusion theory of
diffusion—the Green function approach—for the dilute limit of solute. The GF approach
removes the uncertainty associated with approximate diffusion models and allows us to
quantify uncertainty in transport coefficients due to the variance in model parameters i.e.
solute-vacancy energetics.
The diffusivity of light elemental solutes B, C, N, and O in Mg is determined using their
stable interstitial sites and the inter-penetrating network formed by these sites. Density
functional theory computes the energies of various interstitial sites and the migration bar-
riers between the sites. These DFT calculations inform an analytical model for the solute
diffusivity in the dilute limit of solute. Diffusion of O is isotropic while B and C have faster
basal diffusion compared to c-axis diffusion and N has slower basal diffusion compared to
c-axis diffusion. This shows that diffusion depends on the diffusion network formed by sites
and their energetics, which varies from solute to solute. The elastodiffusion tensor captures
the affect of strain on diffusivity by summing the contributions from changes in jump vectors
and changes in migration barriers. This highlights an interesting affect of strain on O diffu-
sion: a temperature-dependent negative activation volume i.e. the diffusion of O increases
on compressing the Mg crystal.
The vacancy-mediated transport of 61 solutes in Mg is investigated using the GF ap-
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proach. High-throughput density-functional theory calculations compute the solute-vacancy
interactions and the vacancy migration barriers. The GF approach identifies all the unique
vacancy jumps through the symmetry analysis of the hcp crystal. The previous approaches
to diffusion modeling–8- and 13-frequency models–simplify the vacancy jump network and
assume symmetrically-unique vacancy jumps to be equivalent. The GF approach treats all
the symmetrically unique vacancy jumps and is used to construct the transport database
containing solute diffusion coefficients and drag ratios. We highlight the diffusivity trends
across the periodic table and show that the solutes having negative size misfit diffuse slower
while the solutes having positive size misfits diffuse faster compared to the self-diffusion of
Mg. Our prediction of solute diffusivity agrees well with the available experimental measure-
ments. We show that the 8-frequency model overestimates activation energies of technologi-
cally important lanthanide solutes by more than 50 meV due to an erroneous estimate of the
vacancy correlation factor. We also show that both the 8- and 13-frequency models predict
significantly different drag for all the solutes studied and explain the solute drag mechanism
through the vacancy ring network around a solute.
The GF approach is exact and computationally efficient, making the use of a Bayesian
framework for uncertainty quantification practical. A methodology based on multi-variate
distribution sampling is developed to quantify error bounds on solute transport coefficients
due to the uncertainties in model parameters. The uncertainties in DFT energies due to the
exchange-correlation functional is used as a case study. Our sampling scheme shows that
the diffusion coefficient obeys a log-normal distribution. An analytical method performs
correlated error fits of diffusion coefficients with temperature, and we find that the standard
deviation of activation energies for diffusion lie between 90-115 meV for 61 solutes. We show
that the computed solute diffusion coefficients agree well with the experimental measure-
ments within the computed error bars. Unlike logarithm of diffusion coefficients, drag ratio
does not follow a normal distribution and are very sensitive to the variation in vacancy re-
orientation barriers and solute-vacancy binding energies. The inter-quartile range quantifies
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the spread of the drag ratio distributions, and we observe that the IQR is maximum near
the crossover temperature, signifying the maximum uncertainty in drag ratio.
5.2 Limitation and future work
Our study of interstitial solute diffusion under strain can be extended to other crystal struc-
tures and interstitial defects. It will be interesting to find out if there are other systems that
exist which show counterintuitive strain effect on diffusion i.e. negative activation volume
as that of O diffusion in Mg. In our analysis of strain effect on diffusion, we only account
for the first-order effect of strain on energy using elastic dipole tensor which is valid for
the small-strain limit. But for larger strains, higher-order effects may become relevant and
a second-order effect of strain on energy can be determined using diaelastic polarizability
tensor [105]. Finally, understanding interstitial solute kinetics under strain can be helpful in
studying the solute diffusivity in the heterogeneous strain fields due to dislocations or other
defects.
Our solute transport database will improve the predictions of higher length-scale models
assisting the design of new Mg alloys. The solutes which diffuse faster than Mg, have
negligible solubility in Mg, and have the tendency to get dragged by vacancies may serve
as ideal alloying additions for texture refinement by impeding grain growth. The solutes
K, Ca, Sr, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Hg, Bi, Sb, Te, and As fulfill the above criteria and may
segregate to grain boundaries under equilibrium or non-equilibrium vacancy concentrations.
For a quantitative analysis, higher-scale modeling such as phase-field simulations can help
to simulate solute segregation near grain boundaries. The solute segregation studies should
allow us to appreciate the correct description of vacancy-mediated transport through GF
approach compared to the prior analytic methods.
The current results of interstitial- and vacancy-mediated diffusion are applicable for a
dilute limit of solute concentration. It doesn’t account for any solute-solute or vacancy-
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vacancy interactions, which may be significant for concentrated alloys, alloys having solute
segregation, or in the irradiated material where defect concentration can be high. To account
for such non-dilute cases, further DFT calculations will be required to sample all the unique
atomic-environment containing solutes, vacancies and host atoms. These DFT energies can
inform kinetic Monte-Carlo calculations to obtain transport coefficients for a non-dilute limit
of solute or vacancy concentration. Furthermore, for computational efficiency, we restrict
the attempt frequency and defect formation entropy calculations to hopping-atom vibration
modes. Rigorous phonon calculations which compute the vibrational modes of all the atoms
can benefit the diffusion modeling. Moreover, in our comparison of diffusion coefficients
computed assuming vacancy mechanism (see Fig. 3.6) with experimental measurements , we
neglect the contribution of interstitial mechanism to solute diffusion. This approximation is
valid at lower temperatures since solutes prefer substitutional sites energetically compared
to interstitial sites but at higher temperatures solutes may have non-negligible fraction as
interstitial. So, a diffusion modeling coupling both mechanisms can further improve the
agreement with experiments.
Our methodology of uncertainty quantification of solute transport coefficients is gen-
eral and can be extended to other crystal lattices—FCC and BCC—as well as to other
defect-mediated diffusion such as interstitial mechanisms. Here uncertainties in transport
coefficients are determined from the uncertainty of DFT energies due to XC functional only,
this approach can be extended to account for the uncertainty in DFT energies due to super-
cell size, DFT parameters for convergence, etc. In our analysis, we ignore the uncertainty in
attempt frequency and defect formation entropies which may impact the accuracy of diffu-
sion prefactor. Finally, the inclusion of uncertainties in computationally generated transport
databases will help to ascertain their reliability and robustness.
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